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PANORAMA
Safe… and insecure! 
The Greater Horn of Eastern Africa tries hard to radiate a 
bright future. But there are also moments of darkness. Often 
countries within the region seem to be dodging bullets, real 
and proverbial, rather than creating conditions to guarantee a 
permanent absence of fear. Achieving state stability is a 
primary preoccupation of governing elites. Sadly, deep 
structural issues that shape poverty and inequality in the 
region seem to be ignored. Polices designed to perpetuate the 
status quo are ultimately eroding citizen-state relationships 
and put into question the legitimacy of governance processes 
beyond the ritual of periodic elections.

This issue explores Somalia and the progress being made by 
its government to return the country to the community of 
nations after a prolonged period of conflict and other natural 
calamities. As elections approach in 2016, what will the legacy 
of the current government be? Is it on track to deliver 
enhanced well being for its citizens and deepening state 
legitimacy? GHQ interviews two experts on Somalia. Ali 
Hersi, SID’s Associate Director and Head of its Nairobi office 
was recently in Mogadishu on a scoping mission. Abdullahi 
Boru is a Horn of Africa specialist with a keen eye on the 
region. We review Rasna Warah’s recently launched book 
titled War Crimes: How Warlords, Politicians, Foreign 
Governments, and Aid Agencies Conspired to Create a Failed State in 
Somalia. Ms. Warah asks whether development is pursued in 
the name of the citizens. She charges that Somalia has 
become a lucrative opportunity for many of the external 
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actors intervening for either humanitarian or security purposes and this in itself has become an 
impediment to finding lasting solutions to the conflict there.

Rwanda’s development model has attracted many admirers. Twenty years after what could be called a 
second liberation, it shows signs of maturing and the moment is right to shine a penetrating spotlight 
on it. The question at the heart of this scrutiny is how durable its reconstruction in the context of 
surprisingly deep inequalities and tentative political discussions about presidential succession. The 
regional and global atmosphere is changing. Can Rwanda continue its transformational trajectory with 
a new or different praetorian elite at the helm? 

Our correspondent from the future, François Arine Makanze reports from 2024 about increased 
detentions and self imposed exile across the region. Growing insecurity and frequent outbreaks of 
deadly disease have led to the establishment of prison camps and quarantine centers to host the 
wayward and the sick. Given contemporary concerns about insecurity in Kenya such a future is 
plausible. 

Gangs are multiplying rapidly in the urban spaces from which the state has withdrawn in order to 
cater for the wealthy. As the state retreats, there has been a phenomenal growth of private security 
firms in the region. Can they deal with gun wielding, ‘gangsta-ragga’ music worshiping youths with a 
penchant for social media? Even more confounding is when governments contemplate setting up 
private companies to offer security for hire. Kenya is a case in point. The risk of conflict of interest 
and potential abuse of power are high. Should the state not protect all of its citizens, regardless of 
whether some pay taxes or not? 

Deeper questions can be asked about the nature of the social contract between the state and the 
citizen in the Greater Horn of Eastern Africa. What is the basis for a citizen’s loyalty to his state, its 
policies and programmes? Is it a fervent belief in the symbols of national unity? Or simple 
acquiescence to the raw power embodied in state apparatus? What is the common good in our 
countries? Should political promises and the expectations they raise be moderated? What kind of 
dialogue can allow for the state to build its legitimacy and credibility in the eyes of its citizens?

Quick improvements in social service delivery and results are highly prized by most governments. In 
Tanzania, a newly formed President’s Delivery Bureau (PDB) Tanzania seeks to improve the 
performance of its public service. However, the public has been skeptical about this initiative, with 
some suggesting that it might all be about ‘better results not forthcoming’. Given such cases, how do 
expectations get managed? 

The skeptical public has a point. It has become common for governments to proclaim near miracles; 
poverty vanquished, sharp improvements in school exam results, economies growing by leaps and 
bounds. But there is little evidence of the structural transformations that have been undertaken and 
that would guarantee the durability of these results. A closer examination of the PDB in Tanzania and 
the achievements in meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) goals in Uganda brings 
some of these contradictions to the fore. Success is worth celebrating, but citizens should be 
relentless in their search for the evidence of that success. 

Change is difficult, slow and expensive. One of the best ways to generate positive change is by 
becoming part of the conversation on what needs to change, how to do it, and how to measure its 
effects. For many, it is far too easy to criticize from the touchline or to cheer from within the ‘victors’ 
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bus and ensure that fundamentally nothing changes. Taking a look at the situation in Uganda with 
respect to performance on the Millennium Development Goals, we are reminded by Ruth Aine there 
is still much work to be done even as we gear up towards a Post-2015 development agenda. Ultimately, 
the Greater Horn of Eastern Africa finds itself between the Scylla of mounting citizen expectations 
and the Charybdis of eroding state legitimacy. Change will not be easy, and that is the most important 
reason to try to do the right thing.

COMMENTARY  
RWANDA: Progress 
Incorporated 
The dominant development paradigm is at 
a crossroads
It must have come as a shocker to some when 
the Society for International Development’s 
(SID) 2013 State of East Africa Report 
(SOEAR), declared Rwanda to be the most 
unequal country in the region. The country is a 

supposed model for development and its 
supporters vouch for its progressive pro-
business attitude, zero tolerance for corruption, 
and the government’s eagerness to partner with 
others in achieving its priorities . Its model of 1

strong leadership under President Paul Kagame 
and the ruling Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF); 
decentralization programme to empower the 
grassroots; free markets orientation; private 
sector expansion; and the management or 
alignment of activities by non-governmental 

 Saunders J.W., ‘Forward’, in Crisafulli P. and Redmond A., Rwanda Inc. How a Devastated Nation Became an 1

Economic Model for the Developing World, Palgrave Macmillan, 2012
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organizations (NGOs) with the 
Rwandan government priorities, have 
been viewed as effective in lifting the 
people out of the destruction caused 
by the 1994 genocide to possibilities 
of a new era.

Yet, it seems that there could be a 
semblance of inherent systemic or 
structural flaws that need to be 
addressed. The overriding thinking 
that the results achieved are all that 
matters  in creating an accountable 2

system, whose developing 
infrastructure connects a landlocked 
country that attracts investors is 
welcome although not absolute. 
Nothing is ever perfect especially in 
the situation of reconstructing a 
country that experienced near 
obliteration of its socio-economic and political 
fabric. Rwanda’s unrelenting focus to get the 
fundamentals right  should acknowledge that 3

even with great strides made, some of its 
citizens may be left behind  because of existing 4

inefficiencies that are favoring the growth in the 
gap between the rich and the poor. So much so 
that the Rwanda Reconciliation Barometer 
report has interestingly, concluded that it is not 
ethnicity rather ‘economic cleavages’ that divide 
Rwandan society today .5

The Rwandan development model has generally 
been focused on tackling poverty through 
ensuring inclusion of people from the post-
conflict doldrums of poor living standards into 
prosperity that is free of ethnic bigotry. In this 
aspect its efforts have proved noble with the 
tremendous successes it has made in education 
and health. However, it must now consciously 
ensure fairness in the spread of this fulfillment 
that not only looks at uplifting the 
disadvantaged but also guarantees sustainable 
redistribution of wealth so that it does not get 
concentrated within a tiny segment of the 
populace . This is clearly more than a policy 6

 Crisafulli P. and Redmond A., Rwanda Inc. How a Devastated Nation Became an Economic Model for the 2

Developing World, Palgrave Macmillan, 2012, p. 207 

 Ibid., p.113

 Berry M., ‘Rwanda's two-decade march from genocide has left women behind’, Denver Post, 4 August 2014, 4

accessed 30 September 2014, http://www.denverpost.com/opinion/ci_25521577/rwandas-two-decade-march-
from-genocide-has-left%E2%80%8B 

 Crisafulli P. and Redmond A., op. cit. p. 845

 Sindayigaya A., and Jules Niyibizi (Ed.), ‘Rwanda: Wealth Inequality, an impediment to sustainable human 6

development’, Insightful Quotient, September 2012, accessed 14 September 2014, http://
www.insightfulquotient.com/home/wealth-inequality/
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question and demands incisive political 
arguments that do not succumb to the laziness 
of using ethnic differences in mobilizing for 
change, as observed by perpetrators of genocide 
ideology.

Essentially, the Rwandan developmental project 
is best captured by Dambisa Moyo’s argument 
that improvements in [African country] 
economic profile[s] have been largely achieved 
in spite of (nominal) democracy, not because of 
it . This idea is constantly critiqued because of 7

its reliance on a dominant party system that is 
perceived as heavy handed towards any criticism 
of its policies. Yet, going by the testimonies of 
the international community this seems to be an 
ideal African standard that can assure personal 
liberty (as determined by the country’s context), 
private property with contractual rights, 
enforced rule of law [not necessarily through 
democracy], accountability, intolerance towards 
corruption and an optimally constituted 
administration to govern . However, the 8

impatience in dealing with low growth, 
obstinate poverty, moribund wages and obdurate 
unemployment rates that denies many work or 
any really fulfilling prospects of progress for 
individuals and communities , becomes defeatist 9

if autocratic options are adopted .10

This is because such options limit the necessary 
‘culture’ needed for competition, moderation, 

negotiation and compromise in developing a self 
reliant country as desired in Rwanda. Limited 
patience for criticism  means outright brushing 11

aside of both unconstructive and beneficial 
voices. This could result in a loss of necessary 
confidence or belief to execute Vision 2020. 
What could be seen as willingness out of 
patriotism could actually be compliance with 
existing authority, its agenda and priorities. If 
indeed the inequality question is to be 
addressed fully it should not only be an issue of 
raising the lowest to a level in order to bridge 
the gap between an emerging group of ‘haves’ 
and the ever-present ‘haves-nots’  but it should 12

also ensure the trickle down benefits actually do 
take place. This is especially so as to maintain 
the social cohesion to avoid slipping back in the 
midst of its complex history and relatively 
unstable neighbour in the Democratic Republic 
of Congo .13

Rwanda is surely on the right path by ensuring 
those living in rural areas are both formally and 
informally educated and equipped with practical 
skills enabling them to take advantage of the 
opportunities brought by the economic 
development their country is going through. Its 
promotion of innovation and investing in 
people’s talent is a worthy investment for the 
future. However, transforming lives of the 
majority poor and vulnerable, so they enjoy their 
economic rights and are protected against actors 

 Moyo D., Dead Aid: Why Aid Makes Things Worse and How There is Another Way for Africa, Penguin Books 20097

 Ibid. p. 33-348

 Moyo D., ‘For Poor Countries, China Is No Model’, The Wall Street Journal, 19 September 2014, accessed 2 9

October 2014, http://online.wsj.com/articles/for-poor-countries-china-is-no-model-1411141900

 Rodrik D., ‘Rethinking Democracy’, Project Syndicate, 11 June 2014, accessed 14 September, http://bit.ly/10

13oUxZA 

 Crisafulli P. and Redmond A., op. cit. p.19111

 Ibid. p. 21912

 Ibid. p. 19613
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with more resources that could exploit their 
economic weakness demands addressing 
inefficiencies in what is a working system so 
they determine their fates .14

Is Rwanda struggling with challenges attached 
with its success? Could it be asked whether the 
reconstruction it has taken to rebuild the 
country is actual development? Structural or 
systemic issues such as access to land or the 
widening gap between the rich and the poor 
could only make a fragile society susceptible to a 
return to violence. In such an instance ethnic 
divisions or grievance with the leadership would 
only surface as well embedded explanation 
bringing out issues such as the fact that as of 
2011 the country’s official minimum wage had 
been unchanged since 1974 at RWF 100 a day . 15

However, given the ‘disciplinarian flavour’ of 
Rwanda as described by David Booth, Brian 
Cooksey, Fredrick Golooba-Mutebi and Karuti 
Kanyinga such anomalies are already being 
looked into under its efficient policy apparatus 

enabling the recognition and correction of 
mistakes.

Going by the criticism that explicitly targets the 
leadership it could be that the country is facing 
headwinds. Despite proceeding apace with its 
goals there could be some frustration with not 
achieving the aims of Vision 2020. These 
disappointments could especially be as a result 
of various networks of influence that see no 
advantage in consolidating into overall policy 
driven by the Presidency. This is because of its 
independence from the ‘developmental’ neo-
patrimonial structure embedded in the give or/
and take of politics characterized in African 
states. As seen from the challenges faced in the 
formation of a single business focused interest 
group such as the Private Sector Federation 
(PSF)  the management of democracy for 16

Rwanda should offer an opportunity to reflect 
strategically on how to handle the problems 
associated with its accomplishments as it moves 
into the future. 

 Berry M., op. cit.14

 SID (Society for International Development), ‘Ten Quick Facts About Inequality in Rwanda’, The State of East Africa 15

Report Series 2013, http://soea.sidint.net/rwanda/

 Booth D., Cooksey B., Golooba-Mutebi F., and Kanyinga K., ‘East Africa Prospects: An Update in the Political 16

Economy of Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda’, Overseas Development Institute (ODI) Report, May 2014, 
accessed 29 September, http://www.odi.org/sites/odi.org.uk/files/odi-assets/publications-opinion-files/8945.pdf 
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FEATURE: SOMALIA
Visting Mogadishu  
Ali Hersi Associate Director for the Society for 
International Development (SID) 
accompanied Dr. Ibrahim Farah of the 
University of Nairobi, Institute for Diplomacy 
and International Studies (IDIS) on a recent 
trip to Mogadishu. They trave#ed to get a first 
hand sense of what goes on in Somalia and also 
take advantage of the opportunity to reconnect 
with current members of the government who 
took part in a SID scenarios building 
conversation six years ago . 17

They were hoping that those they found would 
be interested in following up on the work done 
then particularly given the changes that have 
taken place in Somalia since that time. It was 
interesting to note the number of this group 
that are currently in government, but more 
importantly they also left with a better 
understanding and appreciation of the efforts 
being undertaken to rebuild the country. 
Though scenario processes are welcome, 
immediate pressing challenges leave little time 
for the leaders to engage in such reflection 
therefore making such an initiative a luxury. 
Somalia is therefore open to any support that 
would enable such work to take place.

From the time of arrival at Mogadishu Airport, 
Mr. Hersi and Dr. Farah received exceptional 
treatment, smoothly going through formalities 
and checked into a secure, inconspicuous hotel 

 Since 1998 SID has initiated a unique East Africa Futures program of research-driven, public interest activities 17

providing scenarios that were initially focused on individual countries within the region, but has evolved into various 
regional scenarios exercises. Since then, SID has continuously engaged East Africa's policy actors in a process of 
reflecting on the possible alternative futures that individual countries and the region might have to face. 
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Somalia Scenarios: 
Looking to the Future 

Beginning in August 2008, a small group 
of 12 Somali individuals, convened by 
the Society for International 
Development (SID) to discuss inter alia, 
the possibility to host a futures exercise 
for Somalia that would bring together 
individuals from the Somali nation to 
discuss how they, as civil society, could 
contribute to strengthening the 
processes that are aimed at moving the 
Somali society out of conflict.  

This group has been meeting regularly 
and sharing insights as to the situation 
on the ground, as well as their insights 
and personal thoughts as to how this 
situation might evolve and with what 
consequences. Discussions have also 
been held on which methodology might 
prove to be helpful in terms of 
organizing the conversations about what 
future the Somali nation might have to 
face. It is clear that after 20 years of civil 
strife there is a need to take a long term 
view of the situation and pay greater 
attention to exploring what possible 
futures the country faces.  

The group has thus determined that the 
scenarios method could be viable 
although the complexity of the Somali 
situation make it necessary that caution 
be taken as not many understand this 
approach.
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not far from the airport. 
The excellent security 
detail they were 
provided with meant 
they felt secure at all 
times and they enjoyed 
their short tour of the 
city, and were impressed 
to see people going 
about their business like 
in any other capital.

Their first meeting was 
with their host the 
Minister for Justice and 
Constitutional Affairs, 
Hon. Abdulqadir Farah. 
As a friend of SID he 
retained fond memories of the Somalia 
scenarios workshops and the discussions they 
triggered. Despite having just come out of a 
cabinet meeting that had lasted all day until 
then, he still spent over two hours with them 
that afternoon. They had open and frank 
discussions about the situation in Somalia, and 
he took trouble to clear up many negative 
perceptions of the government that were 
presented to him whilst at the same time 
accepting criticism. During the conversation, it 
was clear that he too needed to ‘open up’ and 
vent, sharing both his hopes and frustrations. 
Listening to him enabled Ali and Ibrahim 
understand much better the gargantuan task he 
(or any other Somali government official for that 
matter), has in the current circumstances.

The bottom line is there is limited government 
control over the territory and institutions of 
Somalia. There are just too many players 
involved in its affairs, with many of them having 
extremely powerful vested and often conflicting 
interests. Not that any of this was news, but the 
clarity of the Minister’s insights made them 
appreciate much more deeply the enormity of 
the challenges the government faces. In 
discussing Somalia scenarios it was encouraging 

to note how keen he was to have such an 
endeavor taken forward. He recognized the 
need to have a ‘look into the future’ while 
currently dealing with efforts to make things 
work as they build a functioning State. 

Next while en route to meeting the Speaker of 
Parliament Mohamed Osman Jawari, they ran 
into Ms. Asha Guleid, former Minister for 
Gender and Family Affairs in Puntland who was 
also a participant in the Somalia Scenarios. She 
is currently a member of the Constitutional 
Review task force and remarked that she would 
be interested to re-engage with the scenario 
process if such an opportunity arose in the 
future. The meeting with the Speaker was brief, 
given his precarious health but it was 
nonetheless an interesting opportunity to 
engage intellectually and at the end of it, the 
SID team left confident that they had made 
another friend.

However, just when they least expected it, their 
host Minister Farah scheduled one final meeting 
for the day – with the Somali President Hassan 
Sheikh Mohamud at 1 am! It was quite a 
privilege to have been given audience at such 
late hour, considering the President had already 
had a full day. This was quite an honor and 
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worth appreciating considering that Villa 
Somalia (the Presidential Residence) had been 
attacked by the Al Shabaab the previous day. 
The President also expressed the need to have 
some deep thinking around the issues facing 
Somalia and assured us of his support.

All in all it was a successful mission. The SID 
team departed from Somalia with a positive 
feeling about the country’s future.

What is happening in 
the Jamhuuriyadda 
Federaalka 
Soomaaliya? 
Expounded reflections on ‘Visiting 
Mogadishu’
Taking into account the end of what was an 
interim period after more than 20 years of 
conflict it is a good sign that there is a 
government in place to take responsibility for 
the country. The three main challenges that the 
government faces are lack of capacity, lack of 
resources and maintaining security. The capacity 
question is an obvious one given the ravaged 
state of Somalia in the face of conflict that 
destroyed institutions and dispersed 
professionals, whilst the lack of a functional 
education system for several years meant that 
there was no successor generation being trained. 
Even though there are highly trained and 
professional individuals within the government 
today, Somalia still faces serious human resource 
gaps. There is need to re-establish a functional 
bureaucracy and accompanying infrastructure to 
provide the functions that are expected of the 
government. This precarious situation is further 
compounded by limited government reach as a 
result of widespread insecurity.

Government resource streams are feeble or 
nonexistent. Years of war have resulted in a 

broken economy with few revenue streams and 
there is no tax system in place. The government 
therefore relies on revenue from the port and 
the airport although both are not functioning at 
full capacity. The concessions given to Turkey to 
modernize the port and construct a new 
terminal for the airport are commendable as 
they offer a promise to improve traffic and 
hence revenues from these entry points. 

This notwithstanding, it is only Somalis that can 
ensure that their country becomes successful 
once again. Hence there is a need to create 
adequate spaces for Somalis to negotiate and 
persuade each other on what avenues to pursue 
to ensure such success. Clearly such 
negotiations will at one point in time have to 
include armed groups contesting the 
government, notably the Al Shabaab. While 
ongoing military initiatives are important 
especially to counter the influence of foreign 
fighters or other such elements sustaining their 
military capability there has to be recognition 
that any plan for defeating the AS goes beyond 
the battle field alone.

Within the context of what was a 
criminalization of state the Al Shabaab was a 
code of conduct on the basis of Islamic 
teaching. The Al Shabaab was concerned with 
improving and securing lives of the populace. It 
is only their increased brutality that cast them 
out of favour with the public but they 
essentially germinated out of responses to 
underlying grievances such as interference from 
foreigners in domestic issues and policing 
localities from the onslaughts of warlords. Their 
metamorphosis into a broader terrorist threat 
goes to show that if the underlying grievances 
that led to their rise are not properly addressed, 
wiping them out militarily may only present a 
vacuum to be filled up by any other group. 
Hence, need for greater dialogue which may 
yield necessary compromises towards peace. 
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Honest spaces for discourse must also include 
Somalia’s neighbours as well in order to deal 
with the present and historical issues that they 
bring. Issues such as the human rights abuses by 
the African Union Mission in Somali (Amisom), 
Ethiopia’s fears of Ogaden secession and the 
Shifta Legacy in Kenya all have to be addressed 
in order to move forward in building a new 
Somalia that is free of suspicions. Allowing 
Somalis to talk to one other and with others 
without interference could lead them to sow the 
seeds to long-lasting solutions for their society, 
politics, economy and justice. In this respect 
they will deal properly with not only the Al 
Shabaab but also the myriad warlords who have 
committed crimes across the board.

Interview: Somalia 
Today 
A conversation with two experts on 
current context and future prospects of 
Somalia
The Greater Horn Quarterly (GHQ) spoke with Ali 
Hersi (AH) the Associate Director of the SID Nairobi 
Office, and Abdulahi Boru (AB) a Horn of Africa 
analyst on Somalia’s progress. Mr. Hersi holds an MA 
in Peace and Justice, which he completed on a 
Fulbright and Rotary International Ambassadorial 
Scholarships and another MA in International 
Relations. He is fluent in English, Somali, Kiswahili and 
Polish. Follow him on twitter @A_HERSI. On the other 
hand, Mr. Boru is currently working for the Global 
Centre for Responsibility to Protect. He holds a 
Masters in International Affairs from Columbia 
University and has worked at several UN 
organizations and with several NGOs in East Africa, 
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focusing on conflict issues. Follow him on twitter 
@QulshTM. 

GHQ: What are the key cha#enges facing the Somali 
government today? How would you rate the response 
of the government to these cha#enges thus far? What 
has been helping (or hindering) them in this regard? 

AH: Despite the enormity of the challenges it 
should be recognized that there is progress in 
Somalia. This should acknowledge that 
establishing a credible government with 
working systems able to achieve goals is a long 
process particularly for a war torn country. 
Nonetheless cementing a functioning security 
sector in Somalia is very difficult due to the 
many interests’ of different entities. Somalia is 
swarming with all sorts of security and 
intelligence agents plus their affiliate apparatus 
from the US, UK, Amisom, Turkey and others 
that are not so well known. In essence this 
prevents the building of a sustainable indigenous 
security apparatus. It costs US$80 Million to 
maintain 20-30,000 Somali National Army 
troops capable of securing the country as 
compared to US$800 Million it costs to service 
Amisom that has not covered the entire 
country. In an uncertain world what would 
happen if the funds for this effort dried up? 
What would the exit strategy be and would the 
appropriate necessary security institutions be 
set up by then?

AB: Popular state formation theories posit that 
states should have monopoly over the use of 
violence. For the Somali government, the failure 
to project force remains a critical problem; 
although with assistance from Amisom they’re 
getting marginally better at it- the state is 
controlling more territories. However, the 
control of territories, especially those previously 
held by Al Shabaab is not enough if there is no 
swift establishment of functioning governance 
infrastructure and deliver key social service. 

GHQ: What does Somali society look like today? 
What are the bi$est cha#enges that the civilian 

population faces and how are they coping? How solid 
are the safety nets that this society has relied upon 
today? Are they %aying or stabilizing? 

AH: Radical Islam has infiltrated a once-open 
society, thereby entrenching itself into a 
legitimate ideology for segments of the 
population. Nonetheless there is hope as seen 
from the bustling businesses in the capital 
Mogadishu and the plane loads of returnees 
keen to forge a new future. In all this the clan 
structure is still the major entity in providing a 
safety net for any Somali. It is the source of 
security and services to make do within a 
context of a collapsed state structure. It 
provides the supportive link advising on where 
to stay, or how to begin earning a livelihood 
especially for returnees. It is still very strong but 
there have been instances where elements like 
the Al Shabaab have tried to corrupt it yet their 
members fall back to rely on it in event of their 
own internal wrangling. Ultimately there is a 
very great need for a state-building project or 
programme that goes beyond the clan. 

AB: The absence of fully functioning state has 
destroyed most of the existing safety nets, but 
owing to the community’s’ remarkable resilience 
they’ve developed coping mechanisms by 
‘normalizing’ an abnormal situation. Also, the 
Diaspora population, wherever they are, in the 
region or elsewhere, stepped up to the plate, 
especially at individual family level, to help out.

GHQ: How is the Somali society changing? Is radical 
Islam taking root or does it remain a %inge attraction? 
To what extent are Diasporas and ‘Diasporic’ contacts 
contributing to reshape Somali society and its outlook 
(for better or for worse)?

AH: Islam is of great importance in moving the 
country forward. Siad Barre made attempts to 
reduce its significance in the past but in looking 
at the example of influence by the Islamic 
Courts Union (ICU) we see how it gained 
massive support because of its ability to address 
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immediate challenges. Meanwhile it attained 
legitimacy due to the people’s affinity to Islam 
and the place they saw it occupied in their lives. 
As we speak today the Sharia is the source of 
law in Somalia. However there are varied 
interpretations of Sharia itself. The challenge is 
therefore how to reconcile these varied opinions 
to accommodate everyone. With this in mind 
we see how Al Shabaab took root easily with 
their state building ideas but did not provide a 
decent development alternative yearned for so 
dearly by the population. Especially because 
their brutality and degeneration into an entity 
that clamped down on society made people 
shun them. Luckily it is in this respect that the 
Diaspora helps reshape Somali society. Beyond 
the financial aspect of remittances they have 
also provided a bulk of the current leadership. 
Despite holding foreign passports for pragmatic 
reasons, their move back to the country inspires 
confidence in the new future being created.

AB: Islam in Somalia is almost over 1,000 years. 
During that time, several Islamic schools of 
thoughts have interacted amiably. 

The new puritanical Islam - that is imported, in 
many ways emerged as a function of lack of 
credible state 
machinery.

Islamist groups 
including the 
Al Shabaab have 
been able to 
exploit the 
absence of 
state through 
provision of 
social services, 
thereby 
engender trust, 
and perhaps 
legitimacy 
from the local 
population.

The Diaspora population plays both negative 
and positive role through remittances. However, 
the radicalization of young Somali youths in the 
Diaspora has also become a serious source of 
concern, especially of those coming from 
Europe and the United States.

GHQ: What are the prospects for a quiet 
neighbourhood around Somalia? To what extent do 
relations with Ethiopia and Kenya facilitate (or 
complicate) this quest? How does the escalation of the 
litigation around the maritime dispute with Kenya 
alter existing equilibrium? Can we expect Somalia to 
begin to reassert its sovereignty and so& power as it 
seeks to reset/realign its relations with its neighbours?

AH: Somalia’s neighbours particularly Ethiopia 
and Kenya have to shed the baggage of history 
in their dealings with the country. Somalia has 
surely toned down its belligerence as was in the 
past in terms of its irredentist ambitions and so 
approaching it from the lenses of the Ogaden 
problem or the Shifta mindset by Ethiopia and 
Kenya respectively is unfair. Somalia is today a 
more business-oriented country with a yearning 
for development. Therefore, its neighbours 
should think of it in terms of the regional 
benefits of an improved economy with ready 

opportunities 
for the benefit 
of the people. 
With this in 
mind the 
ongoing court 
case is a good 
signal that the 
country is 
growing 
stronger and 
more confident 
on matters that 
concern it. The 
country is 
regaining its 
space in the 
region by 
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participating in formal processes. This is a good 
precedent on how relations could be conducted 
in future as there are currently informal 
processes going on concurrently to come to an 
amicable solution. Whether they win or lose in 
the end it will be for the benefit of the people in 
how their country relates with others.

AB: Until October 2011 when it intervened, 
Kenya had huge soft power leverage over 
Somalia. Former President Daniel T. Moi tried 
tirelessly in mediating the establishment of a 
credible Somalia government up until when 
Somalia reconciliation conference fatigue set-in. 

Somalis during that period saw Kenya as a 
credible mediator who was driven by “altruism” 
rather than personal gain. This is in contrast 
with Ethiopia, which has deep historical enmity 
with Somalia. 

The maritime dispute filed at the International 
Court of Justice in The Hague is all part of 
Somalia seeing Kenya’s intervention in Somalia 
as nothing but another open-ended ‘occupation’. 
The allegations of Kenyan Defence Forces 
involvement in charcoal smuggling charcoal 
doesn’t bode well either.

GHQ: To what extent is the Mogadishu government 
interested in the East A%ican Community (EAC) 
project or, is this a distraction? Could the EAC be an 
element of stabilization for Somalia’s future? How?

AH: In the short term the EAC does not offer 
immediate solutions to the many current 
challenges. The country has so many pressing 
problems that integration would not be a viable 
agenda to pursue. However, in the medium to 
long term regional integration would offer a 
great deal of acceptance especially with Somalis 
having been taken as foreigners as a result of 
being refugees over the long period of war. In 
this time East African societies have come to 
appreciate the Somali entrepreneurial spirit as 
seen from examples of business acumen in 
Nairobi’s Eastleigh and other places in East 

African capitals. The EAC can develop this for 
regional benefit because integration is beyond 
notions of mere geography and includes the 
various relations that have taken place over 
time.

AB: If used well, I personally consider the EAC 
as an instrument that could be a huge game 
changer in the region, and Somalia in particular. 
For Somalia, being in the EAC will provide it 
with a security blanket against Ethiopia, who 
despite being an unofficial member hasn’t joined 
the bloc formally. Because of the community’s 
business acumen a prosperous Somalia with its 
maritime access will significantly improve the 
bloc’s regional trade.

GHQ: Is a united Somalia a dream any more than a 
federated Somalia is? What are the real prospects and 
possibilities of Mogadishu reaching a federation 
agreement that wi# eventua#y include Somaliland 
and Puntland as we# as placate other territories 
flirting with secession/autonomy? Who stands to gain/
lose? What are the objective (and subjective) forces 
militating against such an agreement?

AH: The Federalism spoken of is not clearly 
understood. Is it autonomous states or a form of 
decentralization? The pull to a unitary state is 
very strong but it has to be accompanied with 
strong decentralization because smaller entities 
may not be viable entities for functioning 
governance but rather elite instruments or 
platforms for negotiation of terms with the 
centre. The case of Somaliland and Puntland is 
one in which the greater the stability in 
Mogadishu the more likelihood they will 
reconcile with it. The idea of independence for 
the two is myopic in terms of achieving 
immediate smaller gains through cutting deals 
with shadowy entities who are extracting 
massively from them rather than the bigger ones 
to be achieved in unity. Their interests would be 
much more secure in the larger entity in regards 
for instance to natural resource deals. This is an 
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issue where great leadership is required in 
achieving a unitary state with some devolution.

AB: At the moment a federation seems a real 
prospect. The Federal government in Somalia 
recently signed an agreement with the semi-
autonomous region of Puntland in Garowe. 

The biggest proponent of this view argue that 
attempts at creating a united Somalia have 
failed, so how about formation of mini-states 
that would be easy to manage, and then begin 
speaking about uniting Somalia. 

For obvious reasons is, however, Mogadishu 
would prefer a centralized approach rather than 
the decentralized, semi-autonomous approach. 
The only downside to this is Mogadishu has 
limited leverage over these federal states 
because it is inherently weak, and of course its 
previous history where the centre emasculated 
the regions.

GHQ: What is the balance sheet (in terms of the 
results a# around – not just fiscal) of the Mogadishu 
government likely to look like at the end of its term? 
Given the immense pressures that it operates under, in 
your view, what sort of legacy are they likely to leave?

AH: I think I would give a positive score on 
their balance sheet. There is a strong push to 
continue liberating the country from Al Shabaab; 
work is in progress to finalize the constitution; 
and there is a streamlining of revenue streams. 
State structures are being strengthened and this 
will therefore leave something to build on for 
this administration if it returns to power or any 
other that may take office. It will be a major plus 
for them if a credible election is pulled off with 
a good transfer of power, although it is still in 
doubt whether it will be through universal 
suffrage or Electoral College considering the 
country’s capacity challenges.

AB: From my perspective, this is neither the 
best government nor worst government Somalia 
has had in recent times. From the beginning this 

government has had a reasonable degree of 
goodwill both from within and without, but that 
goodwill has been used up, but not as much as 
its critics would want to project. Governing 
territories taken away from Al Shabaab with the 
help of Amisom and the delicate negotiations 
with the semi-autonomous states will define 
how this government will be judged in the end.

GHQ: To what extent is this legacy likely to be 
compatible with the ideas of Somalia that are held by 
the international community? In other words... Just 
how much latitude does the Somali government have 
to shape Somalia according to the wishes of its citizens 
and how is this constrained by the action(s) of the 
international community (Amisom, Friends of 
Somalia, etc.). Wi# the legacy therefore be something 
that is wished for by either constituency or lead to a 
new round of demolishing institutions and ‘rebuilding’ 
them?

AH: In terms of external entities it is never 
clear if the international community can be 
considered as one entity. It is also never clear if 
their interests are aligned with each other or 
with the interests of Somalia. What do they 
want? Obviously some are aligned within 
themselves, with others and with Somali 
interests while some are not. The question 
remains whether Somalia can be allowed to take 
full charge of reconciliation and reconstruction 
without interference of these interested external 
parties. Will Somali institutions and structures 
be allowed to consolidate in whatever form 
Somalis deem fit? Beyond the crimes of Al 
Shabaab exist those of the warlords and there 
should be justice for all. Would these interests 
allow any form of negotiation with moderate Al 
Shabaab elements and would they allow the 
prosecution of warlords who also have blood on 
their hands despite collaborating in pushing 
various external agendas? In essence the Somali 
society should be allowed to come up with its 
own framework that is not wholesomely focused 
on wiping out the Al Shabaab militarily. It should 
be allowed to discuss the conduct of warlords 
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openly and allow for smooth phase-out of 
external forces when the time comes.

AB: Most Somalia stakeholders have a fair sense 
of the difficult situation under which the 
government is operating. They also acknowledge 
that this government could have done better in 
some areas. So, essentially, it is a question of a 
glass half full. But even more fundamental, what 
is the alternative? 

GHQ: What do you think are the best attributes of 
Somalia that have emerged during this protracted 
period of crisis that it could offer to the world?

AH: Resilience. Somalia is a country that could 
have disappeared of the face of the map but the 
people have kept it alive. Of course the clan 
support structure has also helped in its own 
ways but it seems by dispersing around the 
world the Somali spread the risk and kept their 
hopes alive. This ensured that they were able to 
connect back despite some being born in the 
Diaspora with no affinity to the territory.

AB: Probably more than anything else their 
resilience and entrepreneurship that has seen 
the community endure plenty of problems. 

GHQ: What are those issues – that in your view – 
are critical for Somalia’s future, but today sti# remain 
under the radar or are dismissed as unimportant?

AH: First, what would be the future of the clan? 
This is particularly important if you consider its 
role in the greater state-building campaign. 
Secondly, what will be the nature of Somalia’s 
relations with its neighbours? Will they continue 
to be laden with influence from historical 
encounters or new engagements based on trust, 
and interests? Will the relations be a matter of 
elite dealings or will they spread to the general 
populations across the region? Lastly, what will 
be the future of remittances in Somalia? 
Currently the exiles served as a first generation 
with direct linkage to the country. The 
generation born in the Diaspora still share this 
affinity, but what will happen to sources of 
financial flows when generations born later in 
the Diaspora do not have direct links or share 
the affinity to compel them to send money back 
to Somalia?

AB: What is not necessarily ignored but 
probably needs to be rethought is how to 
politically engage the Al Shabaab. More than any 

other time, the 
group looks 
weak and they 
have lowest 
legitimacy and 
support, despite 
being able to 
carry out 
attacks inside 
and outside 
Somalia. 
Politically 
engaging them 
as well as giving 
amnesty to 
some of the 
fighters could 

eat away at the 
group’s rank and file. However, such a proposal 
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could be opposed by people who hold the line, 
we will not ‘negotiate with the terrorists’, but 
such a stance will be losing a window of 
opportunity in ending Somalia’s decades of 
conflict.

Book Review 
War Crimes  

Author: Rasna Warah  
Publisher: AuthorHouse 2014; 
Paperback: 186 pages; English 

Can development sti# be proclaimed in the 
name of the people? 
A few years ago some 
politicians, academics, 
policymakers and Afro-
optimists declared this the 
African century. These 
individuals felt that time had 
arrived for Africa to wake up 
from the deep slumber of 
underdevelopment, to reject 
political upheaval, to disavow 
neocolonialism, and become 
hopeful, exploit its immense 
human and natural resources 
and claim its place at the high 
table of human progress. That 
was the major dream of the 
African Renaissance priests and their followers. 
Remember NEPAD? As the century progresses, 
Africa is mired in the age-old menu of political 
chicanery, violence, uncontrolled theft of public 
resources, displacement of millions of people, 
deaths and destruction of societies that should 
otherwise be dreaming of better quality of life 
for their people. And this wind of failure to hold 
tightly onto the dreams pronounced by the 
Afro-optimists, early in this new century, sweeps 

across the continent, from Cairo through 
Kinshasa to Cape Town. 

Africa has refused to see what is good in its 
soils, people, and natural resources and develop 
as many Africans and others who wish the 
continent and its people well have hoped since 
the end of colonialism. The logic of 
development has always been that there is a 
deficit in the quality of lives of people in some 
place. This argument presupposes that 
comparatively all human beings should enjoy a 
certain basic quality of life, generally measured 
and taught in many school curricula as including 
food, shelter, health, security, among other 
indices. There are tens of arguments in support 

of this bare minimum argument 
just as there are critiques of it. 
But one can’t question the 
foundational principle of the 
argument. But in Africa, such 
wishes run into several problems, 
the most significant one being the 
near- or collapse of states. The 
collapse of the Somali state in 
1991 is probably the best example 
of this failure of the dream of 
development in Africa. Rasna 
Warah’s War Crimes: How warlords, 
politicians, foreign governments and 
aid agencies conspired to create a 
failed state in Somalia 
(AuthorHouse 2014) is an urgent 

reminder of the need to rethink development in 
Africa. 

The title of this book may be a bit extravagant 
and the promised objective may be too wide for 
its length of 171 pages but it nevertheless 
highlights the flaws of the external political and 
developmental intervention in Africa. Rasna’s 
basic argument is that a mix of internal and 
external forces has conspired to perpetuate 
political instability, destroy any possibilities of 
economic renewal, create dependence on 
external food and other resources and project 
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Somalia as irredeemable politically. Caught in 
the midst of this theatre of underdevelopment 
are millions of Somalis, with generations now 
not having known peace and social stability. 

The actors in this macabre drama of dysfunction 
include neighbouring countries, especially 
Kenya and Ethiopia, America and its allies, 
several donor agencies based in Europe, 
America and the Middle East and Somali 
politicians. Indeed Rasna’s argument is simply 
that in the end the crisis in Somalia is economic; 
that the longer the crisis lasts, the more money 
a few people in Somalia and many others in the 
neighbouring countries and globally make. In 
the case of Kenya she says, ‘Instability in 
Somalia has benefitted the Kenyan economy in 
myriad ways, in particular, through the aid 
development industry. The many humanitarian 
crises in Somalia prompted aid agencies and 
international humanitarian organizations to 
start projects aimed at delivering relief 
development to the country. The ‘Somalia 
Project’ became a fund-raising opportunity for 
the United Nations and other international 
organizations. Millions of dollars were raised to 
provide food and other relief supplies to 
Somalis.’ Kenya and Ethiopia and other African 
nations receive millions of dollars from America 
and other donor countries in support of their 
African Union Mission in Somalia (Amisom) 
supposedly to keep peace. 

Rasna clearly shows that a significant portion of 
the money that international aid organizations 
collect purportedly to support relief and 
development activities in Somalia doesn’t reach 
there. It either remains in the source country or 
is used to buy food in those countries, thus 
undermining efforts to develop and sustain 
agricultural production in Somalia or is used to 
support luxurious lives of the donor community 

in Nairobi. These aren’t new charges. What is 
new is that Rasna repeats them. It is the 
repeating that is important because the ‘Somalia 
question’ often disappears from mainstream 
conversations in the global media and global 
forums yet the country’s tragedy is most felt by 
the millions of poor people holed up in camps 
or living at the mercy of the tens of militia that 
rule in many parts of the country. Somalia today 
is often more spoken of with reference to the 
terrorist group Al Shabaab and less in terms of 
the human catastrophe that followed the end of 
Siad Barre’s regime. 

The significance of War Crimes is its strident 
reminder to those who care about the small 
details that what is at play in Somalia is a game 
driven by insidious capitalism often 
masquerading as external help. Rasna rightly 
points out that under the veil of global 
conferences to search for solutions to the 
Somalia problem global businesses prospect for 
opportunities to get a piece of the potential oil 
deposits, a bit of the marine resources rich 
coastline and even parts of the interior with 
huge agricultural potential. All kinds of 
influence peddlers are looking to invest and get 
a good return on their dollar. The charge of ‘war 
crimes’ is simply that the majority of Somalis – 
especially those from weaker clans, the 
secularists, those without relatives in the 
Diaspora and the pastoralists – have been 
shafted by the rest of the world; that they have 
been condemned to rootlessness, uncertainty 
and hopelessness by their own politicians, 
neighbours supposed aid givers and 
humanitarians. How does one put together the 
jigsaw puzzle that is the former unitary republic 
of Somalia with all the breakaway regions, the 
millions in voluntary and forced exile? How does 
one imagine ‘real’, people-driven development in 
such a place?  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REGIONAL INTEGRATION 
Economic 
Partnership 
Agreement -
Strengthening EAC 
Unity 
Two trade pacts and some good 
neighbourliness

The technicalities of trade deals can be mind 
bogglingly confusing. The players range from 
individual countries to blocs of countries acting 
together, or sometimes as economic enemies. 
An alphabet soup of organizations, trade 

strategies (FTA, PTA, CU, SCT) trade 
negotiations (Uruguay, Doha, Bali) and 
agreements serve to deepen the mystery. What 
is the difference between EPAs and EBAs? Why 
did the Doha round of trade negotiations fail? 
What, if anything, was achieved in Bali? Is a 
‘framework agreement’ binding and to whom? 
Why does all this matter? 

While at GHQ we are not experts on trade 
negotiations, and although the economic, 
financial, and political intricacies of trade deals 
remain elusive, we decided to bite the bullet and 
attempt to understand two recent trade ‘deals’ 
involving the EAC. These are the Economic 
Partnership Agreement (EPA) with the 
European Union and the Single Customs 
Territory (SCT) within the East African 
Community. To be fair, the word ‘recent’ is 
loosely applied since these deals have been 
cooking for some time. The only ‘recent’ thing is 
that for EPAs, something important has not 
happened, while for the SCT, something 
important has happened, sort of.

Hype triumphs over hope 

It was announced with fanfare by the Kenyan 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and International 
Trade Amina Mohamed, that the signing of the 
EPA between the EAC and the EU was 
imminent. As it was reported in the press on 
August 28, 2014:

‘Foreign Affairs Cabinet Secretary Amina 
Mohamed told a media briefing in Nairobi 
the regional bloc and the EU are closer than 
ever before."Most of the clauses have been 
agreed upon and what is remaining is just 
three sentences relating to export taxes and 
domestic subsidies to be agreed upon by the 
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In short… 

• Two trade deals showcase the strengthening of 
EAC unity 

• Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA): EAC 
and EU have been talking since 2007 to fully 
open their markets to each other’s exports. 
Missing the October 1, 2014 deadline had very 
serious consequences for Kenya - a potential 
loss of 2m livelihoods - once its fresh produce 
was hit with tariff increases. Kenya could 
have done a solo deal but it chose to stay with 
the EAC until all countries could agree. 

• Single Customs Territory (SCT): After some 
hesitation by Tanzania and Burundi, all five 
countries took important steps in July and 
September 2014 towards becoming one 
country, at least as far as customs are 
concerned.  

• Arguably, local initiatives across borders, such 
as Jirani Mwema between Tanzania and 
Burundi are making integration truly 
meaningful for ordinary citizens."
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EU team,” Mohamed said during a news 
conference on one of her recent foreign trips . 18

On October 2, 2014, the EU poured cold water 
on the hype by pointing out that major areas of 
disagreement remained unresolved and that the 
October 1, 2014 deadline for the signing of the 
agreement had not been met. EU’s Resident 
Trade and Communications counsellor 
Christophe De Vroey said there was no 
scheduled meeting between the two parties 
after the ‘EAC text’ was turned down by the EU 
negotiators. ‘The text that was signed by the 
(EAC) council was not accepted, but we are 
looking for another meeting in the next few 
weeks,’19

The EAC-EU EPA: a seven-year 
journey to a stalemate 

At the end of 2007, the EAC agreed to a region-
to-region interim ‘framework’ EPA with the EU. 
This framework agreement covered trade in 
goods and fisheries and was a stepping-stone 
towards a full EPA. All the provisions of the 
framework EPA concluded in 2007 were 
consolidated to a single text, the comprehensive 
or full EPA. In September 2011, negotiations 
resumed and by March 2014, all issues were 
resolved except for a ‘small set of outstanding 
issues mainly in agriculture, the export taxes and 
the non-execution (human rights) clause.’  20

Betty Maina, CEO of the Kenya Association of 
Manufacturers (KAM) named the full set of five 
outstanding issues as ‘Export taxes, relations 
with the Cotonou Agreement, Agriculture 
Export Subsidies, Good Governance in the Tax 
Area and Consequences from Customs 
Agreements concluded with the EU.’

 Shanghai Daily, ‘EAC likely to conclude EPA before deadline: Kenyan official’, 28 August 2014, http://18

www.shanghaidaily.com/article/article_xinhua.aspx?id=237838

 Munda C., ‘Export trade talks with EU collapse’, The Star, 2 October 2014, http://bit.ly/1yLRxR4 19

 European Commission, The East African Community, Fact Sheet on the Economic Partnership Agreements, 20

September 2014, http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2009/january/tradoc_142194.pdf 
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EAC Secretary General Richard Sezibera announces that an Economic Partnership 
Agreement has been struck with the EU.
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When the deadline of reaching an agreement by 
the October 1 deadline was missed, the 
implications for Kenya were immediate and 
damaging:

• Kenya’s €24.7 billion export market was in 
danger of shrinking. 67 percent of the exports 
to Europe from Kenya were affected, and 95 
percent of Kenya’s horticultural exports go to 
the same market.

• Goods to Europe were to be subject to 
customs duties of approximately Sh7.64 
billion annually in taxes or about Sh637 
million per month. 

• Cut flowers were to be subject to tariffs of 8.5 
percent, fish would attract 6 percent import 
tariffs, pineapple juice and other fruit juices 
from Kenya would cost 11.7 percent more for 
European clients. Processed vegetables and 
fruits would attract more than 15 percent duty. 

• The competitiveness of Kenyan goods in 
European markets would thus be eroded by 
between 5 percent and 20 percent. 

• Any resultant job losses 
would have a heavy impact 
as over two million people 
are employed or 
dependent on these 
exports to Europe.  21

The remaining four EAC 
countries were unaffected 
thanks to their classification 
as least developed countries 
(LDCs). Thus, their exports 
would continue to enjoy 
duty- and quota-free access 
to the EU market. If there 

had been any doubt about Kenya’s commitment 
to staying with her EAC partners, this sacrifice 
for the sake of unity should put such doubt to 
rest. 

The Single Customs Territory 
(SCT) that sort of isn’t…  

The SCT was also promoted with great 
enthusiasm in October 2013 when Kenya, 
Uganda and Rwanda decided to go ahead with 
its implementation, and also when the prodigal 
sons – Tanzania and Burundi – signed up to it in 
November 2013. When countries decide to 
liberalize trade between them, theory and 
practice offers a fairly standard roadmap to 
follow (see graphic ‘The pathway to a single customs 
territory’). 

The SCT was supposed to come into effect on 
July 1, 2014. ‘With the proposed single customs 
territory, all the five EAC countries will have 
their representatives at the port, especially 
customs officers, revenues authorities as well as 
clearing and forwarding agents to facilitate 
clearing of goods to specific countries.’22

 Maina B, ‘Door closes on duty free exports to EU, hope it’s for a short time’, Capital FM News Blog, 1 October, 21

2014, http://bit.ly/1tnQcQ8 

 In2EastAfrica, ‘EAC: Single Customs territory on Northern Corridor in the pipeline’, 10 April 2014, http://22

in2eastafrica.net/eac-single-customs-territory-on-northern-corridor-in-the-pipeline/ 
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Did it come into effect? Is the EAC a single 
country for customs purposes? A blog post from 
TradeMark East Africa (TMEA), the highly 
influential supporter of regional integration is 
refreshingly frank. ‘No’ it admits. What the 
countries agreed was ‘not about tariffs or trade 
liberalization but about trade facilitation’ . It was 23

more about making it administratively rather 
than economica#y easier for goods to move across 
the EAC.

The vocal support by EAC business for trade 
liberalization and facilitation seems to be 
strong. However, it masks two important 
worries among business and labour groups. In a 
meeting attended by the Society for 
International Development (SID), the following 
observations were made:

• Some anti-competitive instincts lead to fear of 
the SCT and its implications. The opposition 
to the SCT, and particularly its ‘free 
circulation of goods’ pillar by certain elements 
of the region’s business community was 
intriguing. Revenue authorities reported how 
business sought protection of their internal 
(national) markets through taxation and tariff 
measures. The animated discussion on this 
issue at the Forum highlighted the tension 
between the official commitment to enlarge 
the EAC market for all players through the 
SCT, and the instinct by some firms and civil 
society groups to protect internal markets and 
jobs. Encouragingly, there was general 
agreement that the SCT holds promise and 
that for it to deliver requires a change in 
mindset (substituting the regional market for 

national markets) and in business processes 
for both governments and firms.

• It is probably impossible (or at least unwise) 
to disentangle the SCT from free movement 
of labour. The point was compellingly made 
that if the SCT results in firms moving out of 
high cost locations into lower cost ones, 
taking with them the job and income 
opportunities, it made eminent sense to allow 
the labour to follow the jobs (A 2013 study by 
the Rwanda Private Sector Federation 
contained a scenario in which the SCT could 
result in the country’s clearing industry losing 
up to 500 jobs directly affecting up to 5,500 
people negatively) . In the absence of this 24

assurance, expect the fears, mistrust and 
resistance against full operationalization of 
the SCT to be robust across business, 
government and civil society.

So, despite the fanfare with which this 
particular milestone of the EAC integration 
process was announced , the region is not yet 25

one customs territory from a tariff perspective.

Jirani Mwema: local, modest, 
and people-centred. 

Ironically, as the large complicated systems 
struggle to make the SCT real, it is the more 
modest, local initiatives that are succeed in 
making integration meaningful to the ordinary 
citizen . The Jirani Mwema (Good Neighbour) 26

initiative between Tanzania and Burundi is an 
excellent example of true people-centred 
integration in practice.

 TradeMark East Africa, ‘Single Customs Territory-What is it all about?’, Blog, accessed 21 October 2014, http://23

www.trademarkea.com/blog/single-customs-territory/ 

 PSF (Private Sector Federation), ‘Implications of the EAC single customs territory on the Rwandan Private Sector’, 24

Kigali September 2013, http://www.psf.org.rw/IMG/pdf/psf-tmea_sct_study_2013_.pdf 

 Daily News, ‘Cheers as EAC single customs territory rolls out further’, 16 September 2014, http://bit.ly/1zlTBlQ 25

 The East African, ‘Jirani Mwema takes EAC integration to the border’, 5 October 2014 http://bit.ly/1toNw3b 26
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‘The policy has improved the relationship 
between the border communities. They travel 
across the border with the use of their 
national identity cards at several border 
posts…to conduct business.’

The revenue collector of the Office Burundais de 
Recettes (OBR) said goods brought in by small-
scale traders are not subjected to taxation in 
either country. ‘We don’t ask them to pay for 
their goods. This policy is not for large-scale 
traders. It is for small traders who live in 
communities along the border who are well 
known to us.’

‘I cross more %eely with my rice and maize 
and go to the Burundian market to get clients. 
When I don’t get buyers, it is easy to transport 
the items back,’ said Ramadan Mohamed, a 
Tanzania trader at the Gahumo Border.

This clearly seems to be working for the traders 
across these two borders. Such ‘good 
neighbourliness’ could be replicated across the 
entire collection of border crossings in the EAC. 
Thus integration would take even deeper roots 
in the hearts, minds and pockets of ordinary 
citizens. 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BACK FROM THE FUTURE 
Black Sites - Gulags 
in the Savannah! 
Insecurity Fears Fuel Establishment of 
Secret Detention Facilities and Exile 
Communities
By François Arine Makanze, Daily 
National, 29 September 2024 

Welcome to East African black sites! Kambi 
Hatari (Camp Danger) is a detention facility 
serving police and military agencies within the 
region. Complemented by Kambi Noma (Camp 
Terrible) these facilities have been established to 
not only hold individuals perceived to be 
extremely dangerous to the public, but also to 
interrogate suspects onward for prosecution in 
their respective jurisdictions. The camps are 
designated as black sites not because of their 
unacknowledged location but rather because of 

the extraordinary jurisdiction in the conduct of 
their functions. Governed by special authority 
they therefore offer detainees minimal 
protections allowing for intensive ‘information 
gathering’ techniques during their incarceration. 
Another function they serve is to screen illegal 
immigrants and as quarantine centres in the 
event of contagious disease outbreaks such as 
the Marburg Fever and mutant cholera 

epidemics that 
have ravaged 
our cities in 
recent times.

Under the 
East African 
Joint Security 
Facilities Task 
Force 
(EAJSFT) 
programme 
protocols have 
been signed, 
legislation 
passed, 
regulations 
set, 
procedures 

implemented 
and priority designations enabled to counter the 
assigned level of threat within the parameters of 
any occurring events. Other than Kambi Hatari 
and Kambi Noma being the only permanent 
facilities, such security sites can be established 
arbitrarily in response to needs. The first 
instance of this situation came about in 2014 
when the Safaricom International Sports Centre 
Kasarani was designated a police station during 
the screening of Eastleigh residents over the 
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course of Operation Usalama Watch following a 
gazette notice by the Kenyan government . 27

Regionally the precedent was set by Ethiopia, 
Kenya and Somalia participating in a rendition 
programmes on behalf of foreign powers  plus 28

the counter terrorism collaboration between 
Kenya, Uganda  and Tanzania  informed the 29 30

need for establishment of such facilities.

Beyond terrorism the multiplication of youth 
gangs  following the crackdowns on organized 31

groups like Mungiki in Kenya and the Toyo 
biker gangs  in Tanzania  also necessitated use 32 33

of these facilities for their imprisonment once 
they were arrested. These facilities proved their 
worth in helping nip a similar criminal 
phenomenon in the bud in Uganda  when over 34

ten gangs proliferated in Kampala. However, the 
vacuum left behind was filled by new versions of 
‘Gaza boy’ outfits that adopt a lifestyle 
associated with Jamaican gangster imagery of 
music star Vybz Kartel . Though coming from 35

well off families it seems detaining members of 
these youth gangs was the best way to stop their 
influence in slums where they manipulated many 
jobless young people to join them .36

Beside this, radical military organizations such 
as the New Kavirondo Army (NKA) which has 
straddled the borders of eastern Uganda, 
western Kenya and northern Tanzania over the 
past five years also emerged with secessionist 
ideology and took advantage of frustrated 
unemployed youth to carry out acts of sabotage. 
Once likened to an East African version of the 
Irish Republican Army (IRA), regional 
authorities were jolted into reining in the threat 
by rounding up suspected collaborators and 
sympathizers and incarcerating using special 
legislation that allowed them to be held 
indefinitely and to be charged in special, closed 
courts.

 IRIN (Integrated Regional Information Networks), ‘Ethnic Somalis under pressure in Kenyan capital’, 11 April 2014, 27

http://www.irinnews.org/report/99927/ethnic-somalis-under-pressure-in-kenyan-capital

 Fisher M., A staggering map of the 54 countries that reportedly participated in the CIA’s rendition program, The 28

Washington Post, 5 February 2013, http://wapo.st/1wNiKDx 

 Buluma R., ‘Uhuru asked to help release Kenyans detained in Uganda’, News24Kenya, 13 March 2014, http://bit.ly/29

1G1X62R 

 Mutiga M., Westgate: East Africa will never be the same again, The East African, 20 September 2014 http://bit.ly/30

1uckTdj President Kikwete’s comments elaborate the level of security collaboration within EAC countries.

 Dannen F., ‘Annals of Crime : Revenge of the Green Dragons’, The New York Times, 16 November 1992, accessed 31

21 October 2014, http://www.theledegraf.com/1992-11-16_new_yorker___revenge_of_the_green_dragons__.pdf 

 Oates K., ‘Tanzanian Biker Gangs’, accessed 17 October 2014, http://www.kitoates.com/index.php?/tanzanian-32

biker-gangs/ 

 IPPmedia.com, ‘How criminal gangs operate in East Africa’, 26 January 2014 accessed 13 October 2014 http://33

www.ippmedia.com/frontend/?l=64108 

 Jeanne D., ‘Criminal Gangs in Kampala’, Daily Monitor, Special Report 27 July 2014, http://bit.ly/1wMUkJj 34

 HekaHeka News, ‘40 Shocking Photos: Meet the “Teenage” Nairobi Gangs that are carjacking, robbing and killing 35

innocent Kenyans’, 31 August 2014’, accessed 14 October 2014, http://bit.ly/107wFaX 

 Muraya J., ‘Joblessness major cause of crime in Kenya’s slums’, Capital FM News, 15 October 2014, http://36

www.capitalfm.co.ke/news/2014/10/joblessness-major-cause-of-crime-in-kenyas-slums/ 
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Secondly, the Ebola and Marburg Fever 
outbreaks in 2014  also contributed to the 37

decision to establish these facilities. The 
Greater Horn of East Africa (GHEA) countries 
used the programme to boost quarantine 
capabilities in collaboration with Ministries of 
Health, while also collaborating with their 
immigration officials to not only monitor 
medical status but also observe and scrutinize 
possible illegal movement. While Ebola is now 
easily contained due to scientific improvements 
following the 2014 outbreak, East Africa is still 
worried about the spread of such diseases 
following the history of their discovery in South 
Sudan, Uganda and the Democratic Republic of 
Congo (DRC) . Also diseases such as E-SARS 38

(Enhanced severe acute respiratory syndrome) 
and various strains of drug resistant TB can now 
easily spread thanks to the improved 
interconnectivity of the region as a result of 
better air and railway travel links . 39

Additionally urban spaces became cesspools of 
disease mutations as seen from the chronic 
metamorphosis of cholera following public 
neglect of water and sanitation systems in favour 
of catering for the many satellite cities that 
emerged with increased economic growth . 40

This resulted in zoning of cities to ensure 
differentiated habitation thus worsening the 
conditions for the poor and vulnerable. 
Increasingly affected by over population, rural 
to urban migration, and poor healthcare these 
zones are now breeding grounds for new version 
of diseases which are dormant until their 

eruption forces violent curfews to contain them 
during quarantine. 

Despite their reprehensible reputation, these 
facilities have surprisingly gained massive 
support with East African citizenry. Following 
campaigns by integrationist political parties 
such as the: Kenya African Peoples Union 
(KAPU); Tanzania’s Chama Ustawi (CHUSTA)-
Prosperity Party; African People’s Congress of 
Rwanda (APCR); Uganda Forum for the 
Restoration of Democracy (UFORD); and 
Burundian People’s Alliance (ABP), the public 
has come to view these institutions as a 
necessary evil to curtail criminals, terrorist and 
unwanted illegal immigrants whom they see as a 
threat. These parties have supported the current 
legislative framework for establishment of these 
sites in their individual countries despite failing 
to collectively muster the numbers to ensure 
subsequent legislation in the East African 
Legislative Assembly (EALA).

Beyond this rabid politics, societal intolerance 
also enhanced this forced development of exile 
communities which have their own towns or 
cities especially in harsh terrains of Northern 
Kenya, Northern Uganda and Southern Sudan. 
In this context black sites are therefore places 
where the unwanted are sent or allowed to 
reside. Many people are upset by dissidents with 
alternative political views such as gay or social 
media activists whom they view as rocking the 
precarious privileges offered in the cushioned 
middle of socio-economic stratification. 
Violence meted on these individuals by their 

 Wallace R., ‘First Ebola, Now Marburg. How do We Stop Future Outbreaks?’, Yahoo! Health, 9 October 2014 37

https://www.yahoo.com/health/first-ebola-now-marburg-how-do-we-stop-future-99548432852.html 

 WHO (World Health Organization) ‘Ebola virus disease’, Fact sheet N°103’, 1 April 2014, accessed 30 September 38

2014, http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs103/en/ 

 BBC (British Broadcasting Corporation), ‘Ebola Outbreak: Kenya at High Risk, Warns WHO’, 13 August 2014, 17 39

October 2014 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-28769678 

 Salim A., ‘Satellite Cities : Is this the future of East Africa’s Urbanization’, EA Trend Monitoring Observatory Blog, 9 40

November 2011, 17 October 2014http://www.sidint.net/node/9607 
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communities’ forces them into self exile in these 
alternate spaces where they face further 
hardships because of attacks and acts of 
discrimination by authorities  or local 41

communities. Locals have always felt a double 
threat from them since they see exiles: first, as 
encroachers on their turf, and secondly as the 
undesirables with troubling stances on issues.

Calling the phenomenon of such secret facilities 
and exile communities as the ‘Gulags of the 
Savannah’, critics and human rights groups point 
out that many of the people incarcerated in 
these facilities are poor and vulnerable. They 
have virtually no access to legal services and 
their situation is further compounded when 
they are detained in places like Kambi Hatari 
which have special authority to deny certain 
rights as deemed by the assigned level of threat 
of the individual. It is estimated that between 
the two camps there are an estimated 500 
detainees from around Eastern Africa with a 
third of them deemed as extraordinarily 
dangerous. 

Conditions are not disclosed and there is 
speculation that enhanced interrogation 
techniques and extended solitary confinement 
are used extensively. This would qualify as 
torture in many jurisdictions. A majority of 
those involved in acts of terror are mainly from 
poor backgrounds and it is such dehumanizing 
interactions with authorities that actually 
motivate them into being radicals . On the 42

other hand self exiles or facilitated (state 

sponsored and mostly violent) movement of 
segments of the population to colony like 
settings has opened up vast populations to 
human rights violations which have not been 
recorded as a result of the political incorrectness 
of the subjects.

The political and business class sentiment 
remains unmindful of the atrocities committed 
in the maintenance and use of these facilities. 
Their shared feelings with the majority that in 
the event of threat, undesirables need to be in 
controlled containment to separate the wheat 
from the chaff is largely fueled by procurement 
opportunities on offer under this arrangement 
through the building, supply and maintenance of 
such camps. The speed with which the 
protocols, legislations, regulations, procedures 
and priority designations were passed pointed to 
an elite consensus that ignored and even 
rubbished human rights principles. Civil Society 
groups also did not have their input in the 
matter and though they have continued to try to 
engage they have been consistently ignored. 
Despite these perilous signs, it seems the 
moneyed class is not bothered by the tales of 
whippings, beatings, verbal abuse, extortions 
and limited freedoms  because it is primarily 43

not affected by these activities. Most profiles of 
those taken into these facilities are mainly the 
poor or individuals considered to be in the lower 
middle class . This makes it reason enough to 44

turn a blind eye and ignore the problem in the 
name of profit. 

 UN News Centre, ‘DR Congo: UN report spotlights human rights violations amid wider calls for security reform’, 15 41

October 2014, accessed 15 October 2014, http://bit.ly/1wNkBs3 

 ISS (Institute for Security Studies-Africa), ‘Portrait of a Kenyan Radical’, Think Again, 23 September 2014, accessed 42

17 October 2014, http://www.issafrica.org/iss-today/think-again-portrait-of-a-kenyan-radical 

 HRW (Human Rights Watch), ‘Kenya: Halt Crackdown on Somalis’, 11 April 2014, http://www.hrw.org/news/43

2014/04/11/kenya-halt-crackdown-somalis 

 ISS op. cit.44
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COUNTRY FOCUS 
KENYA: 
Contemplations on 
State Security 
Emerging 
Threats, 
Distance Decay 
and Policy Fog
In the face of 
myriad security 
challenges, 
policymaking debates in 
Kenya are dominant in various 
discussion spaces. Demands for increased 
safety of life and property are taking place at 
various levels and through different channels. 
What is becoming clear is that in these events 
of insecurity it is the poor that are mostly 
affected. This takes place in the form of: abuses; 
lack of civil protection guarantees; or 
amplification of discrimination as seen from the 
wholesome targeting of certain communities – 
for instance the Somali – under the recent 
Operation Usalama Watch. The security 
apparatus then becomes oppressive to those 
lacking the requisite wealth, power or networks 
to protect themselves.

The current executive is usurping other 
institutions' powers and mandates which risks a 
drift towards a centralization of power (and 
ultimately dictatorship?). At the same time, it 
seems to be absconding from its wider security 
responsibilities and opening up the space to 
gangs and militias to provide basic security to 
(its poorer) citizens. It is not clear whether 
community-based initiatives such as Nyumba 

Kumi are re-legitimizing the state and eroding 
the power of the gangs and militias.

Menace from Outside and 
Danger from Within 

The emerging context of external and internal 
threats has left the public frustrated as various 
forms of insecurity routinely pervade the 
country in monthly cycles. One year after the 
Westgate shopping centre siege, Kenyan 
memory is still fresh with the grotesque images 
of the slaughter of innocent men, women and 
children by Al Shabaab operatives that left 67 
dead. This external threat has made terrorism a 
mainstay of public consciousness as satisfactory 
responses are sought from the government with 
respect to increased attacks and violence 
blamed on terror groups. Evidence is mounting 
of a growing local network with links to 
international terror groups in the Middle East . 45

Yet despite increasing its security budgets, 
strengthening laws, improving counter 
terrorism, and enhancing cooperation with its 
neighbours the government seems to be playing 
catch up. Perhaps this is due to the increasing 
sophistication and morphing nature of 
financing, recruitment, and local targeting by 
terror groups and the poor preparation and 
resourcing of frontline security personnel, 
notably the Kenya Police Service that has left 
them overstretched, demotivated and open to 
temptation.

Internally, recent attacks in various parts of the 
country have seemed to consistently continue 
despite promises of stern action against 
perpetrators of violence and negligent officers, 
by President Uhuru Kenyatta, his Deputy 
William Ruto and other government officials 

 Olingo A., ‘Attacks rising, fighters becoming more vicious’, The East African, 20 September 2014, accessed 25 45

September 2014, http://bit.ly/1wkepaW 
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within the administrative hierarchy. However, 
unknown assailants have engaged in violation of 
life and property in Moyale, Wajir, Garissa and 
Lamu Counties with a less than satisfactory 
response from the government. This has seen at 
least eleven counties affected by inter-communal 
violence . Lack of clarity on whether these are 46

the acts of local political entities or the actions 
of the Al Shabaab terror group have clouded 
things further adding to public aggravation from 
what they see as institutional neglect by 
authorities. Additionally, embarrassing incidents 
such as theft of a presidential escort limousine  47

or serious crimes against family members and 
staff of high profile individuals within the 
presidency  have left the citizenry worried 48

about their own safety. For if this is happening 
at the highest levels with no credible response 
what will the case be for them in the current 
situations where their own security is not 
adequate. 

Taking the Bull by the Horns? 

Nonetheless, in response to these challenges the 
administration is going about significant 
changes in order to improve the situation. Its 
working assumption seems to be that there are 
structural or institutional bottlenecks that are 
hindering action in the security sector that first 
need to be removed . A first initiative has been 49

the proposal and establishment of a standby 
special military operations 
command in its capital. Dubbed 
the Nairobi Metropolitan 
Command, the Ministry of 
Defense (MoD) has described the 
new outfit as a response to:

 ‘…the current threat posture in 
the country emerging %om 
terrorism, drug trafficking, 
proliferation of sma# arms, crime 
among others that tend to flourish 
in highly urbanized areas like 
Nairobi. ’50

 TSA (Think Security Africa), ‘National Security Profile of The Republic of Kenya’, August 2014, accessed 5 46

September 2014, http://thinksecurityafrica.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/National-Security-Profile-Kenya.pdf 

 Ombati C., ‘Major hunt on for stolen state house car’, The Standard, 29 August 2014, accessed 5 September, 47

http://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2000133029/major-hunt-on-for-stolen-state-house-car 

 Daily Nation, ‘Missing Uhuru aide’s mother seeks help’, 11 February 2014, accessed 6 September 2014 http://48

bit.ly/1tZQiPg; also read Maina K., ‘Uhuru’s Aunt Carjacked’, The Star, 13 March 2014, accessed 6 September,http://
www.the-star.co.ke/news/article-158589/uhurus-aunt-carjacked 

 KTN (Kenya Television Network), ‘One on one with the president: Uhuru speaks on the challenges and plans of 49

Jubilee government, 10 August 2014, accessed 11 September 2014, http://bit.ly/1DD5aDd 

 The Standard, ‘President Uhuru Kenyatta creates new KDF command to fight terrorism’, 9 December 2013, 50

accessed 7 September, http://bit.ly/1sQhzx4 
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It is not clear whether this command has any 
relation to the “third internal command” that 
has been reported in the media .51

However, human rights groups have reservations 
against such a formation likening it to Uganda’s 
Black Mamba paramilitary squad that has 
acquired an unsavoury reputation of operating 
above the law and ignoring other security 
agencies . This is as opposed to a joint 52

operations command where different law 
enforcement and correctional agencies 
coordinate their functions as seen during recent 
political rallies in Nairobi where regular, 
administration, National Youth Service (NYS) 
and prisons officers provided security in 
Nairobi. Joint operations seem to be more 
acceptable especially after their success in 
Lamu, where the army, following coordination 
with tactical police units was able to rein in 
attacks .53

Second, the development of a National 
Emergency Security Bill 2014, sponsored by 
Hon. Kithure Kindiki, seeks to form a National 
Security Emergency Service (NSES). This 
agency is intended to ensure the sharing of 
information between different agencies and to 
house all security operations under one 
umbrella. NSES is envisioned to be a multi-

sectored agency involving a member of the 
cabinet as its chair; the Attorney General; the 
Inspector General of Police; the Director of 
National Intelligence Service (NIS); Director of 
Immigration and Foreign Service; Director of 
Criminal Investigation Service; and the Director 
of Public Prosecutions . 54

The formation of another agency is not a likely 
possibility but the intended legislation may drift 
towards modification of State of Emergency 
Powers for the Executive in the event of a crisis. 
More importantly, its critics such as Lagdera 
Member of Parliament Mohamed Shidiye view 
it as an entity that will bring more confusion to 
an already opaque sector. Besides the 
centralization of structures he believes that it 
not only will create a conflict of interest with 
other security institutions that play similar 
roles, but will only serve to increase the wage 
bill . Yet the increase in expenditures does not 55

seem to be a worry going by increments in 
defence and internal security budgets. Kenya 
has consistently been the highest regional 
spender with this year’s allocation rising by 24 
percent to $1.7 Billion from $1.3 Billion. This is 
accounting for 8.3 percent of Kenya’s national 
budget at 4.5 percent of GDP . 56

 Daily Nation, ‘Military taking over police work, warns report’, 17 August 2014, accessed 3 October 2014, http://51

www.nation.co.ke/news/Military-taking-over-police-work-warns-report/-/1056/2422374/-/h4fhc1z/-/index.html

 Teyie A., ‘Fears raised over proposed urban military unit’, Daily Nation, December 22 2013, accessed 7 September 52

2014, http://bit.ly/1tZRNNu

 Bocha G. and Kazungu K., ‘Gang leader seized as KDF steps up search for raiders, Daily Nation,11 August 2014, 53

accessed 7 September 2014, http://bit.ly/109AJax 

 Ng’etich J., ‘Bill seeks to have security agencies operate under single command’, The Standard, 20 April 2014, 54

http://www.standardmedia.co.ke/?articleID=2000109763 

 Atsariko S., ‘Kenya: Lagdera MP Opposes Bill for New Security Agency’, AllAfrica.com, 22 April 2014, accessed 10 55

September 2014, http://allafrica.com/stories/201404220663.html 

 Analo T., Oluoch F., Barigaba J. and Olingo A., ‘Regional countries up security spending over terror and wars’, The 56

East African, 14 June 2014, accessed 10 September 2014, http://bit.ly/1zlZtvB 
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Meanwhile, it has been speculated that NSES 
would replace the National Security Council 
(NSC) but this does not seem possible 
considering that the latter is a constitutional 
organ with overarching supervisory roles . 57

Additionally, NIS wants unfettered access to 
monitor phone conversations, messages and 
emails. This is after it proposed to the National 
Assembly removal of a requirement to first get 
court warrants before accessing private 
communication. Using Statute Law 
Miscellaneous (Amendment) Bill 2014 the NIS 
seeks to transfer some roles from the National 
Intelligence Council (NIC) to the Director 
General of Intelligence (DGI). 

This will give the holder of the office unilateral 
powers, ‘to hire, fire, propose, transfer and 
deploy officers including appointment of senior 
officers of the Service’. This is currently done by 
the NIC that is chaired by the Interior Cabinet 
Secretary and includes Cabinet Secretaries for 
Treasury, Foreign Affairs, and the Attorney 
General who is proposed to be replaced by the 
Secretary to the Cabinet. The DGI will then 
extend into making ‘regulations providing for 
the terms and conditions of service for members 
of the Service subject to their: appointment, 
seniority in rank or grade, posting, transfer and 
[career advancement]’ . This essentially strips 58

the NIC of powers to discipline spy officers and 
instead transfers them to the DGI who is then 
charged with issuing and maintaining a 

disciplinary code for the Service in consultation 
with the Public Service Commission (PSC) .59

Centralization of powers in security organs has 
also extended to the police following passing of 
the National Police Service (Amendment) Bill 
by the National Assembly. The National Police 
Service Commission (NPSC) will lose its 
exclusive powers to recruit the Inspector 
General of Police (IG) and his deputy, in the 
event their posts fall vacant. This role is now 
transferred and invested as powers of the 
President and Parliament. A service board has 
been established consisting of Inspector 
General (IG) of Police; deputies from the 
Regular Police, Administration Police; Director 
of the Criminal Investigations Department 
(CID) and head of human resource of the 
National Police Service (NPS). These proposals 
will make the IG the accounting officer of the 
Service once the Bill becomes law upon 
presidential assent. The legislation will further 
affirm the role of the Kenya Police Reserve 
(KPR) and integrate it further to be part of the 
NPS.

Despite substantive opposition from some 
Members of Parliament who saw the proposed 
law as unconstitutional the bill was passed 
thanks to what has come to be termed as the 
‘Tyranny of Numbers’ . Controversy 60

surrounding this change is with specific regards 
to the fact that removing NPSC’s exclusive 

 Atsariko S. Op.cit.57

 The Standard, ‘Spy agency NIS Seeks direct Access to Your Calls and SMS’, 22 July 2014, accessed 12 September 58

2014, http://bit.ly/1wNqGEL 

 Mwere D., ‘NIS boss to get more powers’, The Star, 15 July 2014, accessed 12 September 2014, http://www.the-59

star.co.ke/news/article-176911/nis-boss-get-more-powers 

 This is the description given by political analyst Mutahi Ngunyi of the political alliance between President Uhuru 60

Kenyatta and his deputy William Ruto that hedged on the superior numbers of their communities resulting in the 
formation of the majority Jubilee Coalition in parliament. 
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rights to hire the IG will make the exercise lose 
its openly competitive nature. This is because 
the President will have a carte blanche to appoint 
any candidate of his choice . Yet greater debate 61

has been raised over the Ministry of Devolution 
and Planning programme to revamp the 
National Youth Service under a 5-point vision. 
The initiative has caught the attention of critics 
because of its ‘social regimentation’ component 
that seeks to train youths with paramilitary 
skills and have them attached to the Nyumba 
Kumi community policing initiative that makes 
households proactively monitor local security 
affairs in cells of ten . 62

Fears have arisen in online chat rooms that this 
could be another form of paramilitary 
counterweight measures that have been used in 
Kenyan history to ensure regime stability and to 
undermine the ballot box . Though these 63

concerns might be unfounded, the NIS fears 
over the massive numbers of young people being 
recruited and given paramilitary training and the 
possibility of their vulnerability to being 
recruited by terror groups in view of the dismal 
employment situation shows a degree of policy 
discord between state organs . It also points to 64

an increased militarization of civilian 
institutions as seen from the recent 
appointment of a retired soldier to head the 
immigration service . Despite these critiques, 65

champions of the programme such as Cabinet 
Secretary Anne Waiguru and political scientist 
Mutahi Ngunyi (who took part in designing the 
5-point vision) have strongly asserted the 
programme goes beyond paramilitary training to 
inculcate individual identity and collective 
significance needed to counter the sense of 
grievance that drives youths into terror and 
vigilante groups . 66

 Obala R., ‘Parliament passes National Police Service Bill, defies opposition, The Standard, 1 May 2014, accessed 61

14 September, http://bit.ly/1wN4qdb 

 Muraya J., Kaguthi to spearhead Nyumba Kumi initiative’, Capital FM News, 25 October 2013, accessed 14 62

September, http://www.capitalfm.co.ke/news/2013/10/kaguthi-to-spearhead-nyumba-kumi-initiative/ 

 Jamii Forums, ‘Is the National Youth Service Key to TNA’s 2017 Electoral Victory?’, 27 May 2014, accessed 14 63

September 2014, http://bit.ly/1sQl5HY 

 Menya W., ‘Spy agency raises the red flag over the militarisation of Youth Service’, Daily Nation, 27 September, 64

accessed 30 September, http://bit.ly/1G23IhC 

 Ibid. References being made to the hiring of retired Major-General Gordon Kihalangwa to head the immigration 65

department.

 Daily Post, ‘Mutahi Ngunyi breaths fire as he Insults Raila and Daily Nation badly!’, 30 September 2014, accessed 1 66

October, http://www.kenyan-post.com/2014/09/mutahi-ngunyi-breaths-fire-as-he.html
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The Crisis at Hand 

Perceived ineptitude of internal security 
agencies is exacerbating what appears to be an 
institutional crisis. This predicament is 
characterized by organizational competition and 
blame games where the intelligence service is 
accused of not providing information to police, 
while the police are accused of not acting on it 
when provided by the intelligence service. There 
is also increasing demand for deployment of the 
military despite the existence of highly trained 
tactical police units capable of dealing with 
what have become ‘traditional’ instances of 
insecurity . This infighting culminated with the 67

resignation of the Director General of the 
National Intelligence Service (NIS) . However, 68

the boardroom wars have not improved security 
for the average citizen, nor do they seem likely 
to inspire confidence given the perception of 
ethnic bias in appointments to key positions 
associated with the security docket .69

Focus has however been on dominant political 
divisions related to events. Taking cue from the 
president’s statement that blamed local 
politicians for recent violence in Lamu, themes 
of reporting or analysis have increasingly veered 
towards differences between the ruling Jubilee 
administration of President Kenyatta and the 
Coalition for Reforms and Democracy (CORD) 
led by Raila Odinga; historical injustices; and 
underlying land grievances. While the Al 
Shabaab’s involvement is considered; the lack of 
proof in reporting or analysis, especially in 

investigate terms, is increasing the fog in the 
insecurity discussion. In as much as the issues 
above all have a full or partial degree of 
legitimacy; they have put fruitful discussions of 
security policy and its implementation on the 
back burner. This has therefore placed the 
administration in a constant reactive posture to 
events.

A number of human security questions continue 
to be raised with regards to the violation of 
rights that have stripped the security agencies of 
moral justification to conduct operations 
ensuring security of the territory, people and 
government of the republic. In this situation 
state and human security are increasingly 
contesting for space instead of collaborating 
within it. As a result of an old institutional 
culture and organizational structures that are 
still undergoing transition under security sector 
reforms as a result of the new constitution, it 
seems safe to conclude that Kenya’s security 
organs are experiencing operational paralysis. 

Neglected Spaces in the Face of 
Desecration 

All these changes can be said to be informed by 
‘a sense of desecration’. Kenya’s intervention in 
Somalia is just but one inflection point. 
Perspectives exist within national discourses 
that the initiative seems to be more about 
participating in the global war on terror so as to 
attain associated gains from more powerful 
global allies . This is understood within the 70

 Gaitho M., ‘Now that Gichangi is out, will our Intelligence live up to their calling?’, Daily Nation, 18 August 2014, 67
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prism of ‘security logic’ where the state is only 
concerned when overall stability is threatened. 
The order of prioritizing national security 
interests lists the state’s main concerns as: 
maintaining territorial integrity; consolidation 
of the new political system; establishing peace, 
security, law and order; and national 
development . Yet the problems of extremism; 71

local conflict; security sector and political 
reforms; regional challenges, consistently push 
the country directly to the precipice. This is due 
to the fact that it seems territorial integrity and 
political consolidation are not considered highly 
yet it is in faltering on delivering these two 
facets of national interest that makes majority 
of the populace suffer.

This feeling of violation is a guiding factor in 
the preoccupation of protecting vested social-
economic and political interests. For instance it 
is visibly seen with regards to the fact that 
narratives concerning effects of terrorism 
predominantly highlight the outcomes on the 
country’s economy, especially the tourism sector 
over the loss of life. It is destruction of property, 
halt of business profits in various industries, 
then the killing of citizens (in that order) that 
has forced its participation in the African Union 
Mission in Somalia (Amisom). Demands for a 
return of troops can be said to be obsolete 
considering the Kenyan mandate has now been 
transferred to serving under the continental 
command of Amisom. As a leading 
peacekeeping force on the continent it is 
therefore unexpected that Kenya would 
withdraw.

Other than external threats from across the 
border in Somalia, internal conflict continues. 
Most recently clan clashes have taken place in 
Mandera. While the government is constantly 

reactive, civil society is increasingly paralyzed in 
its response. Organizations such as the Kenya 
Red Cross have been at the forefront in 
providing relief while private sector actors such 
as the mobile phone company Safaricom have 
helped in raising funds to cushion affected 
households. Yet the civil society deficiency is 
primarily in the pushing for the development of 
a comprehensive civil protection strategy. 
Efforts should be geared towards principally 
ensuring that citizens are protected from threats - 
there needs to be an ongoing emphasis on 
prevention, management, mitigation and 
recovery for affected communities rather than 
scrambling to put in place ‘emergency 
responses’. 

Crucial to this discussion is the issue of 
neglected spaces. Political scientist Musambayi 
Katumanga has contended that Kenya suffers 
from ‘distance decay’ - expansive spaces that 
experience gaps in security due to their 
alienation from relevant authorities and their 
structures. These spaces are then taken 
advantage of by criminal and terror groups to 
enhance a nefarious economy of activities to 
provide illegal employment, services and 
security to disenfranchised groups. It is in 
contestation, take over or control of these 
neglected spaces, that violence ravages the lives 
of citizens . Most discussions have focused on 72

ensuring operational efficiency, integrity of 
command structures or compliance with 
constitutional provision at the expense of 
highlighting the plight of those in need of safety 
within these often dangerous places in which 
extortion or other forms of violence are 
countered by human rights violations and extra 
judicial killing by the state apparatus when they 
overcompensate for their absence. A cycle of 
normalized violence then exists to the 

 TSA op.cit., p.4871

 Katumanga M., ‘Kenya’s Security Sector Reforms: Rethinking the Regime-centric Uses and Abuses of (Il)Legitimate 72

Violence’, Thinking Talking and Informing Democratic Change Framework Project, unpublished 2012.
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detriment of the poor and vulnerable with no 
recourse when caught in this crossfire.

Though there has been some debate on this, 
civil society should strive to make them more 
open and focused in a policy formulation sense. 
There needs to be open debate within 
parliament over the preferred means of security 
coordination. The executive has taken the 
initiative to set up a special operations 
command by the military. This may be 
unnecessary and may clash with existing police 
units that may be more attuned to dealing with 
policing functions. However, what would be the 
alternative options to be presented as counter 
arguments. Debate on state security bills should 
also be taken up by all interested entities to 
ensure proper executive coordination within the 
strictures of the law. A holistic development of a 
civil protection agenda needs to be developed so 
that it includes a comprehensive response to 
emergencies.

UGANDA: 
Millennium 
Development Goals 
Mother Gives Birth 
in Truck
500 days to the end 
of 2015 –Goals 4 
and 5 have not 
yet been 
realized

By Ruth Aine 

This article was first published on the In Depth blog

Lwampanga sub-county is found in Nkasongola 
district. Getting there will take you about three 
hours from Kampala, the capital city. This was 

the one of the places where Save the Children 
held their community engagements as they 
publicized the ‘Every One’ Campaign and also 
petitioned the government on behalf of mothers 
and children about the achievements of the 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 4 and 
5. The petition is going to be presented to the 
President of Uganda. It is a reminder of the 
commitment made by the Government of 
Uganda in 2000 alongside other governments 
on the MDGs. The government was supposed 
to allocate resources, time and effort to certain 
areas of development. The goals were to be 
achieved by the year 2015.

August marked the beginning of 500 days to the 
end of those 15 years. Had Uganda done enough? 
Did the people know anything about the 
MDG’s or is it something that the government 
and Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) kept to 
themselves? If the communities know, what 
have been the different challenges met in 
realizing especially MDG 4 and 5 that accrue to 
Maternal health and Newborn Child Health. 
These were some of the things that Save the 
Children sought to know as this community 
engagement was carried out.

Right after we arrived at Lwampanga Health 
Centre III before the engagement started, we 
saw a small pick-up truck quickly drive through 
to the front of the health centre. The midwife 
that we had picked up from Nakasongola central 
quickly rushed into the health centre, wore 
gloves and headed towards the back of the 
truck. Within seconds the resident midwife 
rushed through with sterilized items in a small 
bowl. After a while I saw a child wrapped in a 
cloth taken into the health centre labour ward 
that was just an empty bed. Then a man (whom 
I later learned was the husband) helped the 
woman off the truck and she was taken in to the 
labour ward as well. All this happened in less 
than five minutes. Then the story began to 
unfold, and it was heart breaking. 
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The woman was 
25 year old 
Nanyonjo 
Robina, a 
mother of three. 
She had been 
picked up by the 
road side by a 
good samaritan 
who had a truck 
and had been 
going about his 
business. 
According to his 
account, he only 
agreed to carry 
the woman to 
hospital after 
being mobbed by people to do so. She had been 
trying to give birth along the road with the help 
of the Traditional Birth Attendant [TBA]. He 
said that she could see that the woman having 
difficulty trying to give birth. Robinah was 
having an abnormal delivery because when she 
pushed her baby, the legs came out first. This is 

medically 
wrong. It was 
then that the 
TBA got 
baffled and 
told the 
onlookers 
that she 
could not 
help her.

On arrival at 
the hospital 
aboard the 
pickup-truck, 
the midwife 
quickly 
delivered the 

rest of the baby. This was because when the 
baby’s legs came first, the TBA could not go 
beyond that, so Robinah was carried onto the 
truck with half of her baby inside her while the 
other half was out. I could not imagine the pain 
and courage it took to persevere the distance to 
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The Uganda 2013 Millennium Development Goals Progress Report 

Report Summary 

The 2013 Uganda MDG Progress report shows that Uganda has made considerable progress in 
achieving the MDGs, having already achieved two of its 17 MDG targets: halving the number of 
people living in absolute poverty and achieving debt sustainability; and is on track to achieve another 
eight. 

 Despite these successes, the report notes that there are a number of areas where progress remains 
slow, stagnant or is in reversal particularly in the areas of maternal mortality and HIV-AIDS.  

Report Highlights 

• Uganda has achieved goal one on halving the number of people living in absolute poverty 
• Uganda is on track to achieve goal three on gender equality and empowering women and goal 

four reducing child mortality. It is also on track for targets on sustainable access to safe drinking 
water and basic sanitation under goal seven on environmental sustainability 

• While progress on child mortality is on track, progress on maternal health remains stagnant while 
HIV/AIDS one of Uganda’s success stories is in reversal 

(UNDP Uganda)
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the health center which was 7 miles away from 
where she was picked as explained by the driver.

After the tragedy, Robinah was able to speak us. 
We asked her about her antenatal visits and 
found out that the baby was going to be her 
fourth child; the last three had been delivered at 
home by her mother-in-law who was a TBA. For 
this pregnancy she went for Ante-natal Care 
(ANC) only once in June because she had 
malaria. It is there that she told the health 
worker that she had her last period in January 
and so her due date would then be in September. 
Therefore, she was not prepared to have a baby 
in August and so the baby came as a surprise. 
However, when she was at the health center 
having her ‘first’ ANC visit, she was told that 
hers was a transverse pregnancy, so she should 
have known by now that this was not a ‘normal’ 
pregnancy. Whether or not she did something 
about it [like get a scan done] is something we 
did not establish. It is highly likely though that 
it did not happen.

State of the Health Centre 

Could this baby have been saved? Yes! If she had 
gone straight to a health center, her baby would 
have been alive today. However 
from her account and from 
meeting the many women that 
had showed up that day, there 
is no faith in the government 
health system and therefore 
many will opt for TBA’s. If 
Robbinah was to have given 
birth in a health center, she 
would need a set of particular 
items and the service charge 
for Lwampanga Health Centre 
that is US$ 7. The mandatory 
items include: five pairs of 
gloves, razor blades, a basin, a 
polythene sheet to put on the 
bed, bed sheets and clothing 
for the baby among other 

things. She would also have to buy Pitocin – a 
drug that stops bleeding. The basic lifesaving 
commodities for newborn babies and mothers 
are non-existent in our health centers. The 
health center has a maternity ward that has 
three beds. Its labour ward has only one bare 
bed. Robinah and her husband passed two 
health centers before they could get to this one. 
The husband had originally started the journey 
on a bicycle, a few kilometers into the journey, 
they decided to go and see the TBA.

Limited Knowledge of Sexual 
Reproductive Health  

From the interactions with various women that 
came for the community meeting and Robinah, 
women do not know how to count their safe 
days nor do they have much knowledge about 
their bodies. Robinah’s ANC records show she 
told the health worker she conceived after 
January. That is why the Expected Date of 
Delivery (EDD) was written as September. This 
came as a surprise. We were told by the midwife 
that women come to health centers because 
they are not interested in the different service 
programmes. They only come if they are too 
sick to get treatment. This was also affirmed by 
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the District Health Officer (DHO) Dr. Aggrey 
Ngobi. That when the ‘batuuze’ [natives] see the 
trucks of medicine, they will show up at the 
health centers but not for activities like sexual 
reproductive health education, Family Planning, 
ANC visits and Prevention of Mother to Child 
Transmission (PMTCT). According to the 
DHO, the first ANC visit rate for the hospital is 
at 112 percent, however the fourth visit is at 52 
percent.

When the mothers are told that their babies are 
safe and normal, they do not bother coming 
back to the health center unless they fall sick or 
something abnormal happens as was the case of 
Robinah. They cannot be blamed because the 
number of health centers in the district is very 
small. According to the District Planning 
resource only 6.25 percent of the population of 
Nakasongola is within reach of a health center. 
For a district with a population of 140,000 
people, that percentage is very minimal.

Nakasongola has a huge percentage of teenage 
mothers in Uganda. Girls are married off at the 
age of 14 and 15. According to one of the 
midwives Jane Nansubuga; the parents say: ‘If I 
did not go to High School, who are you to go?’, 
and you could tell from the women gathered 
that they were many. When we asked Nansamba 
one of the teenage mothers if she knew about 
Family planning, she said that she did not. She 
had given birth at 14 years and was now 15. But 
she had no idea how not to get pregnant again, 
no one has ever told her.

Fourteen and a half years later, this is the state 
of maternal health in Uganda. Nakasongola 
district may not be a yard stick of the state of 
affairs. However, it goes a long way into showing 
that there is still a lot work to be done. 500 days 
to the end of the MDG’s, we will have begun to 
talk about the Post-2015 Agenda which has 
already been drawn up. Maternal and Child 
health ought to be a priority, but we have not 
seen to its success. If we want to, we still have 
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Uganda lags behind in key 
MDGs as 2015 deadline closes 
in – report 

Uganda is lagging behind on achieving key 
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 
barely two years to the 2015 deadline, the 
latest ministry of Finance and 2013 United 
Nations Development Programme Uganda 
progress report shows. The report launched 
yesterday reveals that goals such as achieving 
universal primary education, improving 
maternal health and combating HIV/Aids were 
ranked slow, stagnant and reversed 
respectively. 

The UN resident coordinator in Uganda, Ms 
Ahunna Eziakonwa-Onochie, expressed 
concern over the reversal in HIV/Aids 
infections in the country. ‘It is worrying that 
after decades of leading global efforts to fight 
the epidemic, Uganda is experiencing 
reversal trends,’ Ms Eziakonwa-Onochie said. 
She also noted the high number of women 
who die during pregnancy and child-birth 
related-complications estimated at 16 
mothers daily. The high mortality rate was 
attributed to the high level of teenage 
pregnancies. 

Progress 

Uganda has, however made considerable 
progress towards achieving goals such as 
promoting gender equality and empowering 
women, reducing child mortality, ensuring 
environmental sustainability and developing a 
global partnership for development where the 
country is said to be on track. According to 
the scorecard, Uganda has already achieved 
the first goal – eradicating extreme poverty 
and hunger and achieving debt sustainability. 

The World Bank and International Monetary 
Fund report released in May indicated that 
Uganda will only be able to achieve only two 
MDGs –halving poverty and promoting 
gender equality and in empowering women. 
implementation of the programmes. 

(The Daily Monitor - Uganda, 18 Oct. 2013)
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over a year to get something significant done. 
Otherwise babies and mothers will continue to 
die.

TANZANIA: 
President’s Delivery 
Bureau  
Big Results Now - 
Waging war to 
improve 
performance in 
Tanzania’s public 
service!
On May 23, 2014, your 
correspondent moderated a 
roundtable held for the chief executives of 
Tanzania’s leading private firms and government 
agencies. The purpose of the roundtable was to 
tell the assembled CEOs about the Presidents 
Delivery Bureau (PDB) and its task of 
coordinating and facilitating the delivery of Big 
Results Now (BRN), President Kikwete’s 
initiative to push Tanzania’s civil servants to 
show real results as measured by the improved 
quality of ordinary citizen’s lives. 

Managing Expectations 

‘One of my primary tasks is to manage 
expectations,’ said Omari Issa, the PDB chief 
executive, as he began his 45-minute long 
extemporaneous presentation on the strategy, 
tactics, priorities and results of the then ten-
month old BRN initiative.

BRN has been invoked as a solution to 
challenges ranging from serious traffic 
congestion in Dar es Salaam, to the major delays 
in government payment for services rendered, 
and much else in between. Substantial political 
capital has been invested in BRN, and ordinary 

Tanzanians watching closely to see if and how it 
delivers.

The PDB is constantly striking a fine balance 
between a level of ambition that is motivating 
with performance targets that stretch, and the 
significant bureaucratic inertia and capacity 
constraints that strangle effective execution by 
the civil service.

Confronting Analysis Paralysis  

Explaining some of the root causes of low public 
sector performance, Issa argued that endless, 
pervasive and paralyzing ‘consultation’ was at 
the heart of the decision-making culture in the 
Tanzanian government. 

He acknowledged that while it was 
commendably inclusive, in practice, the 

ubiquity of the consultative committee 
meetings it generated resulted in slow or even 
non-decision-making. Indeed, it was a primary 
reason for the lack of personal accountability 
because individuals could hardly be held 
responsible for collective decisions.

In order to energize the public service delivery 
process, the PDB was mandated to lubricate the 
civil service by coordinating the activities and 
facilitating to the extent possible, the execution 
of ministry, department and agency (MDA) 
responsibilities. The goal was to make sure 
specific measurable targets were met, by 
focusing on relentless objective setting, 
planning, execution, follow-up and monitoring 
of progress.

It starts with taking a decision to act, in itself a 
significant departure from the inertia that is 
inherent in consensus-driven decision-making in 
which responsibility is so diffuse as to be almost 
invisible and thus ineffective. After deciding to 
act, prioritization of what to do and in which 
sequence were key, followed by the actual 
execution of the decision itself. 
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A key constraint to effective action was the 
availability of funding, and here the PDB was 
focused on eliminating the often administrative 
(rather than financial) bottlenecks to the timely 
deployment of funds for specific purposes. An 
example was given where they tracked the 
transfer of funds from the central government 
to a specific district in the distant western 
region of Kigoma, right down to noting the 
name of the particular officer who 
acknowledged receipt of the funds. This 
eliminated any ‘reason’ for inaction due to the 
lack of resources.

Communicating the positive results of this 
approach was key to maintaining momentum, 
building an internal (within the public service) 
and external constituency (citizen beneficiaries), 

and making it irreversible, and indeed almost 
viral in its influence on the rest of the public 
service beyond the six key sectors.

The PDB method 

The PDB’s specific activities include daily 
contact between the PDB and the six 
ministerial delivery units (MDUs) in agriculture, 
education, energy, transport, water, and finance. 

Every Friday, the MDUs submit a written report 
on the progress achieved that week, and 
feedback is sent to them on the following 

Monday. Every month, focused problem-solving 
meetings are held with the key ministries, 
lasting from just 60 minutes to four hours for 
the more difficult issues.
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Finally, the President chairs quarterly meetings 
of the Transformation and Delivery Council 
(TDC) that are also focussed on breaking 
through the barriers to service delivery.

CEO converts and skeptics 

Participating CEOs had varied reactions. Their 
comments highlighted such issues as the fear to 
decide by public servants, but they also 
questioned whether decision-making discretion 
is necessarily a good thing. They asked how 
Tanzania could build self-confidence in a new 
generation of government workers and decision-
makers and even whether the sustainability of 
the PDB and the BRN initiative would extend 
beyond the Kikwete administration’s sunset in 
late 2015. 

The skeptics asked whether the whole initiative 
was more of a legacy project for the current 
administration, than it was a radical departure 

from ‘business as usual’ in terms of public sector 
performance, how transparent the 
measurements of the BRN achievements were 
and whether they could be accessed online.

Issa responded to the discretion and confidence 
issues in part by highlighting the crucial role of 
individual responsibility to make sure that the 
right things were indeed being done. He 
acknowledged that courage would have to be 
summoned at an individual level in order to 
address what seemed to be intractable 
challenges of a bureaucratic public service. 
Furthermore, changing mindsets and building 
confidence in individuals were as much the 
responsibility of parents to instill in their 
children, including following up on how the 
schools were executing their special mandate of 
educating children. 

On the measurement of the results, Issa pointed 
out that BRN monitored progress and reported 
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it on a monthly basis, and that it would be 
reviewed in July 2014, with the results of the 
review being made public later in 2014.

On the sustainability of the project, Issa noted 
that the concrete results and achievements of 
the BRN initiative would be the key 
determinants of its continuation beyond the 
current administration. 

Tanzania’s bold public service 
delivery experiment  

In the end, it was put to Issa that the entire 
exercise was an experiment, one that was 
fraught with risks and likely to lead to 
disappointing results. His response was both 
militaristic and optimistic. Issa first 
characterized the initiative process as ‘waging a 
war to improve the performance of Tanzania’s 
public service.’ 

But he was careful to pick which battles to fight 
and which ones to leave, at least for the 
moment. Time keeping was a battle he has 
chosen to fight with his five-minte rule. He will 
cancel an appointment or meeting if his 
counterparts have not arrived within five 
minutes of the agreed time. Insisting on such 
basic discipline as showing respect for other 
people’s time was a critical and immediately 
effective way to demonstrate an improving 
public service culture, or at least to show how it 
can be done.

Other battles, such as securing a permanent 
office for the PDB (it has been in temporary 
office accommodation since June 2013), he chose 
to set aside when they did not have a 
measurable impact on the core objective of 
improving broader public service performance. 

In the final analysis, Issa was also very 
optimistic, noting that if BRN does indeed 
deliver results in terms of concrete 
improvements in most, if not all, of the six 
priority sectors, it would be surprising if a new 

administration stopped the initiative for what 
would amount to frivolous reasons.

A skeptical citizen responds to celebration of 
dramatic secondary school results 
improvements from 2012 to 2013 on the mobile 
phone chat app, WhatsApp (translated from the 
original Kiswahili);

‘Do you know the meaning of Big Results Now? Check 
out these Form Six results.

• The number of division zero results (complete 
failures) last year (2012) was 2,604 and this year 
(2013), just 614! The difference is 1,992 or a 325% 
improvement!

• Number of division onepasses (highest category) last 
year (2012) was 325 and this year (2013) a huge 
4,365. The difference is 4,040 or a 1,243% 
improvement. This is the miracle of the century!

The goalposts were widened so that it was easy to 
score…Can the same teachers who produced just 300 
Division One results last year, produce over 4,000 of 
them just a year later? Have their cha#enges been 
addressed? Have [school science] labs been built? Are 
more textbooks available? Have teachers’ salary 
arrears been paid? Have Kiswahili teachers stopped 
standing in for the scarce mathematics teachers? If not, 
how have these results been achieved?

They say BRN stands for ‘Big Results Now’. I say to 
[Tanzania’s Education Minister] Shukuru 
Kawambwa BRN, means ‘Better Resign Now’ because 
for our kids, BRN means ‘Brain Receive Nothing’. 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TWEETENTERVIEW
Examining techie jobs and other issues  
The Society for International Development (@SIDEastA%ica) ‘Tweenterviewed’ Ruth 
Aine (@Ruthaine) a blo$er with a passion for youth development on the A%ican 
Continent and author of the “In Depth” blog. (ruthaine.blogspot.com)

@SIDEastAfrica: What is the first communications device you reach 
for in the morning, phone or tablet? 

@Ruthaine: I reach out for my Samsung 10.1 Galaxy Tablet to 
find out what’s going on –check emails, WhatsApp and Twitter 
mainly.

@SIDEastAfrica: Wi# digital jobs be the answer to East A%ica’s 
youth unemployment crisis? Why or why not?

@Ruthaine: Yes and No. Yes because tech driven societies are 
where we are all headed. The opportunity exists. No because all 
things digital and online are representative of what exists 

offline. So we need to build the eco-systems that encourage such.

@SIDEastAfrica: While not su$esting you have any personal worries, what non-personal worries and concerns 
keep you awake at night?

@Ruthaine: Ha! Terrorism keeps me awake at night. Couldn’t sleep for a week after Westgate: I kept 
thinking: it could have been me.

@SIDEastAfrica: ‘Capacity building’ a growth industry in East A%ica. So is ‘awareness raising’. True or false? 
Why?

@Ruthaine: Interesting way to put it. It is true I think. And merely because growth and 
development demand that capacities and skills are built. If we say that its false, then we deny the fact 
that East Africans are making quite some progress in growth & awareness.

 @SIDEastAfrica: Fina#y, please share with us the link to the one blog post you wrote that you are most proud 
of, ever! Te# us why you love it.

@Ruthaine: Haha! That’s a trick question. I honestly don’t have a favourite. It changes with time. 
Usually it will be the most recent.

@SIDEastAfrica: Sorry. You have to pick one!

@Ruthaine: Mother Gives Birth in Truck (above) and Migrants – A Hunger for Belonging.
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